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ORGAN TRANSPLANT TRUST FUND
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 20, 1988
U.S. SENATE,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, DC
I 'he hearing was convened, pursuant to notice, at 10:07 a.m. in
Ro )m SD-215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Max Baucus
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senators Baucus and Chafee.
[A description of S. 2409 by the Joint Committee on Taxation appears in the appendix.]
[The press release announcing the hearing follows:]
[Press Release No. 1-37, September 15, 1988]

FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT ANNOUNCES
HEARING ON ORGAN TRANSPLANT TRUST FUND
WASHINGTON, DC-Senator Max Baucus (D., Montana), Chairman of the Senate
Finance Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management, announced Thursday
that the Subcommittee will hold a hearing on S. 2409, the Cooperative Organ Transplant Contributions Act of 1988. The bill, sponsored by Senator Dale Bumpers (D.,
Arkansas), would allow taxpayers entitled to an income tax refund to designate all
or any portion of their refund as a contribution to the National Organ Transplant
Trust Fund. The bill would establish the trust fund within the United States Treasuhe hearing is scheduled for Tuesday, September 20, 1988 at 10 a.m. in Room SD215 of the Dirksen Senate Office Building.
"In recent years, medical research has made organ transplants a reality for many
patients. However, the cost of an organ transplant operation can vary from burdensome to prohibitive," Senator Baucus said. "The Subcommittee will hear testimony
on the feasibility of an organ transplant trust fund to help pay for such operations.'

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. MAX BAUCUS, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM MONTANA, CHAIRMAN OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE
Senator BAUCUS. The hearing will come to order.
Good morning, everyone. Welcome to this morning's hearing.
Today the subcommittee will consider legislation introduced by
Senator Bumpers from Arkansas to provide a tax return check-off
system for financing the federal organ transplant trust fund.
Recent advances in medical science have made organ transplants
an acceptable medical treatment for many patients, in fact a necessary medical treatment for many patients. I expect that today's
witnesses will give several examples of why that is true.
However, the cost of organ transplants is very expensive; in fact,
it is prohibitive to many patients, and it is very, very difficult
therefore for those patients to receive the. medical treatment that
(1)
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they deserve-in fact, must have if, in some cases, they are to continue to live.
Senator Bumpers has developed a proposal to help address that
problem, that is, help make organ transplants more available to
those people in America who are unable otherwise to pay for the
transplants.
Senator, we are honored to have you here. Why don't you explain your proposal and the reasons why you think it should
become law?
STATEMENT OF HON. DALE BUMPERS, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
ARKANSAS
Senator Bumpers. Mr. Chairman, first of all, let me thank you
for your generosity in committing your time to chair this hearing
today. As you know, I have labored for some time on this proposal;
and it is an idea, I think, whose time has come.
You are very kind to take the time to hear not just my presentation, which will be pale compared to the statements of the two
transplant surgeons who are here today and the statement of the
Maryland couple who have gone through the ordeal of raising the
money for a heart transplant.
I think all of this testimony is going to be poignant, interesting,
and instructive.
With your permission, Mr. Chairman, I would like to submit my
formal statement for the record and simply summarize the bill and
what it does.
Senator BAUCUS. Your statement, Senator, and those of all the
witnesses will be put in the record in full.
Senator BUMPERS. Tthe reason I got interested in this issue was
because of a plea I received several years ago from a woman in
southwest Arkansas who had a 50-year-old daughter in need of a
liver transplant. The cost of the transplant was $150,000. Her
daughter was a professor at Jackson State University in Jackson,
Tennessee, a very bright woman who had been, because of her
medical condition, on Medicare disability.
Now, Dr. Starzl and others will perhaps testify about what the
age ought to be for liver transplants and so on; but it is my understanding that age is certainly a determining factor as to who ought
to get a transplant.
She was a borderline candidate for a transplant at the age of 50,
but the point is she simply couldn't raise the money. I foolishly believed that perhaps I could very quickly get the Medicare laws
changed to provide that people who were on Medicare would be eligible for liver transplants.
At that time and to this day, Medicare covers liver transplants
only for beneficiaries under age 18. In fact, that means Medicare
almost never pays for a liver transplant. I proposed an amendment
that would have lifted that age limit on liver transplants. I believed the amendment would have resulted in Medicare paying for
only about 6 to 10 liver transplants annually.
I came within three votes of getting that amendment approved;
and I will never forget a Senator came up to me just before the
vote-and he finally voted with me after some persuasion-you
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know, we only have 15 minutes to change people's minds over
there-and he said: Dale, this is micromanagement at its worst.
And I said: Youknow, if you were Mrs. McKelvey in Hope, Arkansas; with a 50-year-old daughter who is goLig to die unless you can
come up with $150,000, you wouldn't give a damn whether it was
micro, macro, or any other kind of management. All you want is
help.
Now, here we are in this great Nation of ours, advanced technologically to the point that we can transplant virtually every organ
in the body. We started off with the corneas; we went from there to
kidneys.
I am happy to say that University of Arkansas was one of the
leaders in research in kidney transplants, and we still have a tremendous end-stage renal disease program there. But here we have
this technology, and yet we have this crying need for money.
Mr. Chairman, you and I know all too well that if we tried to
take this money out of the Treasury, you would hear all the
normal howls about the budget deficit. So, we have two problems.
Number one is donors, the availability of organs; and we are
making great strides in efforts to match people who are suitable
donors with suitable donees.
That is one part of the problem, and this bill does not address
that.
The second part of the problem is the tremendous cost and the
number of people who need transplants but simply can't afford
them. Just listen to this, Mr. Chairman.
Liver transplants cost $180,000 to $400,000. Heart transplants
cost $80,000 to $140,000. And heart/lung transplants cost $130,000
to $200,000. Now, if you are on Medicare today, you can get a
transplant for a kidney, and Medicare will pay for it. Medicare will
also pay for heart transplants and liver transplants if you are
under age 18, but if you happen to be above 18, it doesn't pay for a
liver.
In Medicaid, we are all over the lot; the States have many different programs for transplants. You saw just recently where Oregon,
which had a very fine, advanced transplant program in the Medicaid program, opted to quit funding all transplants, in order to increase funding for-neonatal or prenatal care-where they felt
they could serve so many more people.
One of the points I want to make on that is we should not, in a
great, powerful, rich nation like this, have to make those kinds of
very unpleasant choices. We have 37 million people in this country,
Mr. Chairman, who are uninsured-who simply have no health insurance. Many of them work but simply aren't covered in the
workplace, and many others fall through the Medicaid cracks.
As we have cut back on tlhe Medicaid funds on the Federal level,
States have had to change their Medicaid qualifications and criteria in order to serve as many people as they could with the limited
funds available to them.
Now, here is another set of statistics on the number of people in
this country who are waiting. First, let me give you the --umber of
transplants that occurred last year. We had 11,000 kidney transplants last year. While it is still major and serious surgery, you can
see that kidney transplants are rapidly becoming rather routine.
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We have 1,500 heart transplants in 1987, and others will tell you
how many of those are now living. We have a gentleman who is
here this morning with his wife, who will testify, who is four years
out from his heart transplant.
We had 1,200 liver transplants last year, and we have had nearly
3,000 liver transplants since the first one was done.
Now, here is the waiting list that makes the urgency of this
proposition so clear. We have 13,000 people awaiting kidney transplants.
We have 900 people awaiting heart transplants, 200 awaiting
heart/lung transplants, 500 awaiting liver transplants, and 200
awaiting pancreas transplants. Some of them are awaiting a suitable donor, but some of them are waiting simply because they don't
have the money.
Mr. Chairman, I am addressing this problem in the only way I
know to do it, given the budget constraints we are operating under.
My bill would give the American people an opportunity to contribute some amount of money through their tax returns. It is not a
deductible contribution.
Under this bill, if you fill out your tax return and you decide to
check off $5, you must insert $5 for that; and it is not a deduction.
It is something you must give.
As I said in the opening part of my testimony, Mr. Chairman,
the American people deplore this situation as much as I do, and
this bill gives them an opportunity to participate in a very small
way; it allows American to channel their generosity into a trust
fund which will then go back to the States in the exact amount
that it comes from that State.
Somebody might say: Well, Mississippi and Arkansas are fairly
poor States; they are not going to contribute as much; and New
York, of course, will contribute more. That isn't necessarily true,
but I think the main reason for structuring the bill in this way is
that people will more willingly contribute if they know that the
money is coming back home.
Then, we will allow the States to develop their own programs
and report to the Secretary of Health and Human Services each
year-on the criteria they've established, how they are handling
the trust funds, how successful the program has been, and so on.
Mr. Chairman, one of the most deplorable things about these
budget deficits is that we have now a tremendous surge of unmet
needs in this country. You and I both know that in the good old
days, the solution to this problem would have been very simple. We
would simply have passed a $100 million appropriation and given it
to Medicaid or to whomever we needed to give it to make sure that
no person in this country ever died for want of money. And yet,
that is the precisely the situation that exists.
When it comes to bake sales and pie sales and people holding out
their tin cups pleading for money, it is so much easier to raise that
money for a young child who is photogenic, appealing, and attractive than it is to somebody who is a little older and may not be so
attractive. We need to eliminate that problem also.
Mr. Chairman, I think that about covers all the facets of the bill,
the background and so on. If you have any questions, I will be delighted to try to answer them.
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[The prepared statement of Senator Bumpers appears in the appendix.]
Senator BAUCUS. Thank you very much, Senator.

Your testimony reminds me of a point that I think indicates the
nature of a similar problem we have in our country. Namely, we
Americans spend more than 11 percent-close to 12 percent-of
our gross national product on health. That is much higher than
any other country in the world; and yet, our infant mortality rate
is so high that I think we rank 18th in the world.
There are 17 other countries that spend less as a percent of GNP
on health care and that have lower infant mortality rates than we
do. The reason for the discrepancy probably is that there are a lot
of Americans who are better off, and, in those parts of the country,
the infant mortality rate is lower; but in those parts of the country
where Americans are less well off we probably tend to find a
higher infant mortality rate.
Certainly, I would guess this type of problem is also true with
organ transplants. Wealthy Americans and those who have health
coverage probably are more likely to be able to afford an organ
transplant, whereas Americans who don't have health insurance,
who are on Medicaid, or who are on Medicare disability cannot
afford the operation.
So, you are addressing a very basic problem that has to be addressed. The question I have is: What do other countries do? How
do they address the problem of'not only the availability, but the
cost of organ transplants?
It is a very basic problem that is going to have to be addressed.
Senator BUMPERS. I might comment that Betty Bumpers is not
only Secretary of Peace; she is also Secretary of the Childhood Immunizations. As you know, when the Carters were in town during
his term as President, she convinced the President to turn her
loose on child immunizations; and we went from about 88 percent
immunization levels to about 97 percent.
Unhappily, since that happy day in 1979 when we announced
that, immunization levels have been declining among some groups.
She is speaking at Children's Hospital in Washington today at a
luncheon about this problem and how to solve it.
As you pointed out, in 1955 we were sixth in the world in infant
mortality; today we are 18th. There is just a simple point to be
made. That is, we go at problems on a crash basis when we have an
epidemic; and then, we forget them; turn our backs on them.
Senator BAUCUS. Do you have any estimates as to how much revenue would be raised under this proposal?
Senator BUMPERS. We just took at guess at $50 to $80 million,
and that is probably enough to fund this thing. We think it will be.
Senator BAUCUS. And how would that be allocated among the

States?
Senator BUMPERS. Precisely in the percentages that they gave. If
Arkansas contributes one percent of the total of the trust fund, we
get one percent back, after minimal administrative costs are subtracted. We allow HHS to deduct their expenses for administering
the program. So, the net cost to the Federal Government is zip.
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Senator BAUCUS. The net costs were not much, anyway, compared to similar programs. Senator, thank you very much for your
testimony.
Senator BUMPERS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I want
to publicly thank Congressman Doug Walgren from the House who
has introduced the identical bill there, and he is here to testify.
Incidentally, Dr. Tom Starzl from the University of Pittsburgh
has one of the best, if not the best, liver transplant programs in the
country. Dr. Starzl and I both got Honorary Doctorates out at
Northwestern two or three years ago, and he has been mad ever
since because they asked me to deliver the luncheon speech. So,
today is his chance to get even; and I am very glad that he is here.
(Laughter)
They didn't ask you to do any transplants, did they? (Laughter)
Our next witness is Doug Walgren, Congressman from Pennsylvania. We are very happy to have you here.
STATEMENT OF HON. DOUG WALGREN, A U.S. REPRESENTATIVE
FROM PENNSYLVANIA
Congressman WALGREN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. It

is an honor to appear before you today to testify on what is a very
critical problem for our health care system and for our spirit, I
think, as a nation.
I represent Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania in the House of Representatives, or parts of the surrounding area, and have come to know the
transplant program at Children's Hospital, which has in large part
been headed up by Dr. Tom Starzl, who will be a witness following
me today.
I think the Pittsburfh area has been stunningly aware of the
tragedies that face families who are unable to raise the money to
pay for transplants and the trauma that they are put through. I
have introduced H.R. 5330, which is a companion bill to the bill introduced on the initiative of Senator Bumpers in Senate.
As Senator Bumpers said, it would create a check-off on the Federal tax return for taxpayers to be able to direct any portion of
their tax refund or add a cash contribution to the national organ
transplant trust fund.
Now, we ought to emphv-.ize-and I think it is somewhat sad
that we have to emphasize-that we are not here asking for any
Government money. We are not here asking the taxpayers to contribute one dime of taxes to try to accomplish this purpose.
We are simply trying to create a broad-spread opportunity for
people to recognize this need and make their own individual charitable contribution. The Department of the Treasury would simply
be a collection system that would return to each State the funds
collected by citizens, and each State would then establish a program to help needy people in that State pay for organ transplants.
The basic problem, as you know, Mr. Chairman, is that this bill
addresses the fact that current insurance is essentially, for all
practical purposes, nonexistent in many, many, many cases. People
today
literally have to beg for the money to pay for transplants.
Many
of them come to us and, as individuals, there is hardly
much we can do. Some have gone to the President; and from time
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to time, some individual case will catch the eye of The White
House and focus attention on it. But many are out there looking
for help.
Patients struggling for their lives should not have to reach for
bake sales, cry in press conferences, all to try to raise money to
save a loved one. Their survival should not depend on political connections; it shouldn't depend on where they live. It shouldn't
depend on whether they might happen to find some individual
angel who is in a position to come in and provide this kind of care.
A country that has the wealth that we do should be able to find
ways to pay for necessary medical care without putting people to
begging in the streets. A compassionate country as abundant as
ours is in resources should not turn people away at any stage of a
hospital door to die because they cannot pay for medical help.
We know that organ transplants are terribly expensive, and they
are essentially-as you said, Mr. Chairman-prohibitively out of
reach of most people. The average liver transplant costs range
around $200,000; heart transplants approach $100,000. Kidney
transplants cost between $30,000 and $40,000.
And although there is some coverage of private insurance, in
many cases, as I say, it is simply not there. Even if insurance is to
cover 80 percent of these costs, it remains out of reach and prohibitively expensive for many individuals in our economy to pay the
remaining deductible.
Medicaid coverage for the poor varies from State to State, but
first you have to be poor; and many families do not initially qualify
for Medicaid. We have seen the outright refusal of States to provide State funds because they are so limited to pay for such an important benefit, largely because it is there only for one individual.
Virginia refused to pay Children's Hospital in Pittsburgh recently for the costs of a liver transplant. The child's family had to sue
in Federal court in Virginia. They were sustained, and Virginia
was ordered to pay; but they were sustained under a law that can
then be conformed by Virginia to eliminate their obligation to support that kind of life-giving social support.
The State of Oregon has essentially gotten out of the business of
paying for any transplants, simply because they felt they were able
to do more good with the money, reaching more people, in women
and infant children care. That is certainly true, but it also means
that there are children and adults in Oregon who will have no
access to this kind of support to pay for transplants and essentially
will be condemned to die because we have not put the money in
place.
We have great costs with immunosuppressive drugs that come
after a transplant; and although Medicare has taken some steps in
strengthening that program, we essentially leave these costs$5,000 a year after one or two years-to the individual involved.
The result of this patchwork of health insurance coverage is
that, for most American people-certainly the broad swathe of
middle income Americans-organ transplants are something that
is not within their reach.
All of these costs then leave the institutions which perform
transplant without a payment support system, with the choice of
either turning the patient away at the outset or of incurring very
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large substantial losses that undercut the ability of those medical
facilities to continue.
The best and long-term situation, of course, to solve this problem
is to include transplants in some broader social system; but we are
not there yet because the budget won't allow us. The least we can
do under those circumstances is try to encourage individuals to
make some contribution to what is such a dramatic social need.
Organ transplants represent the frontier of medicine, and that
may be the most important reason why it should be supported. We
don't know where the knowledge that will come out of working on
the level that organ transplants bring science-we don't know
where that will lead. We don't know what good it will enable us to
do. It may very well be that the knowledge developed in that area
down the road will eliminate many costs in our system.
So, as a Nation we know, I think, that we withhold ourselves
from science really at our peril. And I think, too, that we ought to
be thinking about what we want to be as a country.
In the 1800s and the 1900s, largely through the Statue of Liberty
and the opportunity that lay behind it, we were seen by the world
as a land of opportunity and a land of political freedom and personal freedom. The question really is what we want to be seen as by
the world and how we want to see ourselves in the twenty-first century.
We have the opportunity, if we put the science in place with the
right support, to be seen as the nation that can be the giver of life
itself. That may be the most important thing for America's future
in the long run in so many ways.
So, Mr. Chairman, I hope that you and others on this side of the
Capitol, and I know many on my side, will be trying to put in place
this little step that only makes sense and certainly doesn't take
anything away from the taxpayers or damage the budget or open
ourselves up in any way to some unended, large-scale loss of the
tax revenue that we all know is spoken for in so many ways in
these years.
Thank you very much for the opportunity to come and talk with
you, Mr. Chairman. If there is anything further I can add, you
know I would be happy to.
[The prepared statement of Congressman Walgren appears in the
appendix.]
Senator BAucus. Thank you very much, Congressman.
The question that comes to everyone's mind is where to draw the
line. That is: Under what other circumstances or what other provisions should the tax return also have a check-off provision?
We already have a check-off provision for presidential campaigns. Based upon the last several weeks in this presidential campaign, not many people would say it is life threatening, that is the
presidential campaign. (Laughter)
The point is that we do have a check-off system for presidential
campaigns; and if we were to have one for organ transplants, the
question that must be asked and I think has to be answered is:
Where does one draw the line? What other needy causes or purposes do we have where we should provide similar treatment?
What about cancer? What about brain surgery?
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We could come up with a long list of potential candidates for a
check-off system. I am wondering why a check-off should apply for
organ transplants but not for others; and if for others, where does
one draw the line?
Congressman WALGREN. Mr. Chairman, I see us as taking some
stopgap steps here that will provide some essential sustenance 'o'
the support of the initial development of transplant capabiliti -s
and the science of transplants. We presently invest taxpayers'
money in cancer and substantial amounts of taxpayers' monies in
other critical health problems.
We should ultimately be moving transplants into that area of
our recognized social support as well, but we can't do that right
now. We have transplant teams that could be really advancing our
knowledge in critical ways if they had some sustenance, and this i'
the way to do it.
I saw in the paper the other day where Japan has in all their
post offices essentially a reminder that people should set aside
some of their money to buy high-definition television so that the
Japanese will be first and foremost in the production and marketing of the new high-definition television.
I would much rather my country have a set-aside for life-giving
medical care than for some consumer technology. Wherever we
draw the line, it is some place on the other side of organ transplants.
Senator BAuuus. Do you think ultimately it would be better to
have a heaith care system that provided sufficient insurance to
cover organ transplants, instead of having a check-off system with
a separate trust fund only for organ transplants?
Congressman WALGREN. Clearly, this science is going to go to the
point where the costs are going to be blended in with the other traditional systems we have of giving to each other to pay for the
medical care that we may be fortunate enough individually not to
need, or at least not just now.
Essentially, in our medical systems, there are ways that we contribute ourselves, both for our own care and for that of others. This
is nothing different, and ultimately it should go in the same direction and be considered the kind of thing that we contribute to accomplish as a society.
Senator BAUCUS. Thank you very much, Congressman. I see that
Senator Chafee is with us, and he will be part of this hearing.
Thank you very much for your testimony.
Congressman WALGREN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BAUCUS. Our next witness is Mrs. Sherry Clifton of
Silver Spring, Maryland.
Mrs. Clifton, we welcome you to this hearing and very much look
forward to your testimony.
STATEMENT OF SHERRY CLIFTON, SILVER SPRING, MD

Mrs. CLIrON. Thank you. I feel honored to be here this morning
because this is something that is very, very close to me. I went
through it. I went through the begging to save my husband's life. It
is an ordeal that I would not wish on anyone.
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In 1984, my husband was admitted to Southern Maryland Hospital; having congenital heart disease, we were accustomed to that
heart failure, and he had had one pacemaker implant in 1977.
They tried a second implant in 1984, but they found that nothing
was going to work for him. He was dying, and there was nothing
they could do, nothing moie they could do.
His cardiologist said that his only hope was a heart transplant,
and I was just glad that we hiad hope. So, I wasn't really concerned
about it. I mean, he had Maryland medical assistance; this was
something that was needed. It was a medical problem, and I just
thought that everything would be all right.
But then, I was told that Marylsnd medical assistance considered
the heart transplants as not quite regular-it was still in the experimental stages. So, they would not pay for it.
After the doctor called around to the transplant centers-his cardiologist called them-to see if they would accept him, the Medical
College of Virginia was the lowest. They would accept him with a
$30,000 deposit. We were both disabled. My husband's -only insurance is with Maryland medical assistance. He was on SSI, and I
was on SSA; and I had Medicare and Medicaid, and he only had
Medicaid.
We had no property. We had no way of raising any money. We
had no assets at all. So, here we were faced with $30,000, and MCV
would not back down. They were adamant; they said they would
not admit him.
So, then I thought about the health organizations because I am
an American, you know; and I know that we take care of our own.
I started with the Heart Association, and they told me they were
set up to educate people to prevent heart disease, not to help
people who were dying of heart disease.
So, I went on down the line-the United Way, the United Givers
Fund, the United Black Fund, the Red Cross-all of the so-called
help organizations; and each one turned me down. I then turned to
the media. I got newspaper coverage, TV coverage, radio coverage,
and starting asking for donations to try to raise the $30,000.
And as I heard in testimony earlier, it is much easier to raise
money for a child. People are more receptive to trying to save the
life of a child, but my husband was 49 years old. And I imagine
people were saying that his life was almost gone, anyway. The
cutoff for heart transplants at that time was 50, and he was nearing his 50th birthday.
The money started coming in so slow; we did set up a heart fund,
but the money was coming in slow. We were nowhere near the
$30,000, and the doctor was giving him 2 weeks to live. I then
called The White House. I did not know at the time that they even
had a transplant liaison, but I just asked for one; and they said
they had one.
So, I spoke to a gentleman, and he said he would see what he
could do. Later on, I called back and said the situation is critical.
My husband is dying; something has to be done. It is my understanding that The White House then contacted Governor Hughes,
who was then the Governor of Maryland; and he contacted the
Governor of Virginia to guarantee the State of Virginia payment if
they would admit my husband.
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He was admitted, and he was transplanted. The situation thereand I think the saddest thing-was that I had to go through this to
get help. We were born here; our forefathers were born here. And
when we were both able-we are disabled-but when we were both
working, we paid our taxes, and we just kind of felt that the heip
would be there if we really needed it.
I could not see an-American dying and saying that no funds were
available to save his life.
I then referred to Ling-Ling and Tsing-Tsing on the last TV
interview before they shipped him out. I spoke to the American
people, saying we have two pandas in the zoo; and they have received the best medical care that money could provide. My husband is a human being; and everywhere I call, they are saying
there are no funds available to save his life.
His life was saved. His transplant was 4 years old on September
12th; but I pray that something will be done that no other man or
woman would have to go through what I went through to try to
save his life, to try to raise that money, to try to get on TV and
open up all of our life. I had to tell everything from beginning to
end. If we had a dollar in North Carolina, that had to be revealed.
We had no privacy; we had nothing. And I had to do this in
order to get him the medical help that he needed. I sincerely hope
that my testimony and the other testimonies will rectify that in
the future.
[The prepared statement of Mrs. Clifton appears in the appendix.]
Senator BAUCUS. Thank you, Mrs. Clifton.
What is the total cost so far?
Mrs. CLIFTON. The transplant itself was over $200,000. He was in
Southern Maryland Hospital from July 2 until August 23; that cost
was $36,000. The medical assistance only paid for the first 20 days.
We had to pay Southern Maryland Hospital $14,970.30; that was a
personal bill. Maryland medical assistance did not cover those
other days.
From August 23 until November 11, he was in MCV; and that
bill was over $200,000; but it would not have been that much had
he been able to get in the hospital earlier because, by the time he
got there-while I was trying to raise the money-his condition
was so deteriorated that they had to build him back up. As a
matter of fact, they weren't even considering the transplant.
Senator BAUCUS. I am a little confused. The total cost was how
much? What does all that total up to?
Mrs. CLIFTON. Up to the day he was discharged, it would have
been $236,000.
Senator BAUCUS. Now, what about additional medical costs?
Mrs. CLIFTON. All right. He has cyclosporin, prednazone and immuran, which are the antisuppressants which he will be on for the
rest of his life.
Senator BAUCUS. And what do they cost annually?
Mrs. CLIFTON. Now that his dose is lower, I would say approximately $150.00 a month for his total medication.
Senator BAUCUS. All right. It is clear that your husband should
have had a transplant much earlier. It is obvious in America, at
least to me, that a heart transplant should not depend upon a per-
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son's wealth. It should not depend upon a person's financial condition.
I think that this legislation before us is a very good step to try to
remedy the problem that occurs today in America, that is a medically necessary procedure like a heart transplant is available to
some Americans but not others; that is obviously wrong.
The question then is: What is the best way to solve the problem.
Thank you very much.
Senator Chafee may have some questions.
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mrs. Clifton, I just
wanted to say that I came here not knowing much about this, and
indeed, I was wondering what it was all about. You have given
very, very eloquent testimony here today and have certainly raised
my concern and interest in the whole matter.
You have portrayed it so vividly as it pertained to you and what
you had to go through, and I think your statements regarding your
being an American and having been born here, and your folks were
born here before you; and here, you run into these terrible problems; and your conclusion that you don't want anybody else to
have to go through the problems you went through.
By the way, did you raise the money? How did you ever do it?
Mrs. CLIFTON. We never raised the $30,000; but what was raised
was enough for us to pay the $14,900 to Southern Maryland. But
we did not raise the $30,000. The money was just coming in so
slowly; as I said, it is more appealing for a child. But he was 49
years old, and we just weren't getting the donations.
Senator BAUCUS. I wanted to ask about the $200,000 cost.
Mrs. CLIFTON. As I said, Governor Hughes guaranteed payment.
Senator BAUCUS. I understand.
Mrs. CLIFTON. Now, it was my understanding that the Federal
Government was supposed to go 50-50 with the State of Maryland. I
didn't get into that, and no one has ever told me whether that was
done or whether the Maryland Medicaid just paid what they pay. I
think they pay 80 percent of it; but we didn't get the bills, so I
don't know how it was done. But I do know it was paid for.
Senator BAUCUS. Thank you.
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you very much.
Senator BAUcus. Thank you, Mrs. Clifton. We appreciate your

testimony. Our next witness is Dr. Thomas Starzl, Professor of Surgery, School of Medicine at the University of Pittsburgh in Pennsylvania.
We are very honored to have you with us this morning. We look
forward to hearing your expert testimony. Why don't you go ahead,
and proceed in any manner that you wish?
STATEMENT OF THOMAS E. STARZL, M.D., PH.D., PROFESSOR OF
SURGERY, SCHOOL
FL-MEDICINE, UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH, PITTSBURGH, PA
Dr. STARZL. Thank you, Senator Baucus and Senator Chafee. I
did want to say how honored I was to be here and to testify on
behalf of a bill which is supported by two of the legislators whom I
admire the most in the world, our own Congressman, Mr. Walgren,
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and, of course, Senator Bumpers, who as you have just heard, I
have known for some time.
I have, as Senator Bumpers has done, provided some pro forma
material for the record which really consists of three things: first, a
history of transplantation; second, a history of the funding of transplantation; and third, a suggestion of the need for some kind of rectifying legislation. And I am not going to go into that; that would
be too boring.
I wanted to comment really on Mrs. Clifton's testimony. First of
all, to be confronted with an age limitation as she has just described, of 50 years, or as Senator Bumpers mentioned, doesn't
seem to me to be right. I suppose there has to be some kind of limitation for candidacy; but up to this point, the recipients of livers or
hearts or kidneys who are beyond the age of 50 have not had a degraded survival-a poorer survival-than those who are younger.
So, as a criterion for selection or admission to some kind of a
support structure, I think it is illogical and probably even unethical to have an age limitation. For the record, our oldest liver recipient-and a very controversial one-was 76 years old. She is now 79
years old and really lives a completely normal life, having been liberated from the hospital.
The second point that I wanted to comment upon about Mrs. Clifton's testimony, is the cost of caring for people without regard for
transplantation. You heard from her an exposition of certain figures which were the costs of caring for her husband at general hospitals while waiting for transplantation. And these figures, which
she added up to more than $30,000, become astronomical.
So, at that point, as these hospitalizations and chronic disease increase, what one is looking at is really a question not so much of
whether or not transplantation should be in the picture, but
whether or not someone with heart disease should be treated at all.
Once the decision is made for treatment, it seems to me that the
secondary question-the derivative question-should be: What is
the best way? Rather than having a "yes/no" situation, as far as
transplantation is concerned.
I think I can answer your question about who ate those $200,000
losses. Those losses were eaten by the Medical College of Virginia,
who secretly almost in order to avoid playing any role, particularly
as a villain, in this moral play, decided to go forward and to carry
out therapy. But they did it secretly because they couldn't afford to
become an indigence center for the world.
So, I think Mrs. Clifton owes a debt of gratitude actually to MCV
that she probably doesn't fully appreciate because they, without
question, almost certainly were never paid for their services.
Now, as far as the formal presentation is concerned, the history
of transplantation is breathtakingly short. The first batch of successfully treated kidney recipients came pouring out of clinics,
somewhat to everybody's amazement, a few months after President
John Kennedy was inaugurated.
Three weeks before the inauguration, there was an article in the
New England Journal that pronounced the possibility of transplantation to be nonexistent; and by the time President Kennedy was
assassinated, this had already become a service for renal transplantation. So, the history of this is so short that, in many ways, assimi-
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lation of the technology into our fiscal systems or into our insurance systems has not kept up with the pace of development.
As to the steps in the development, one only should mention that
the key issue has been better drugs to prevent rejection; and the
most important recent step was the introduction of -a drug called
Cyclosporin, which suddenly made practical the transplantation of
livers and hearts, which up until that point had been unreliable
and unpredictable.
The history of funding may be more of interest to this group.
This was a specialty in which the drive and the initiative came
from the Government; the Government through NIH funding fed
this dream-this impossible dream-of transplantation and allowed
or promoted a technology to develop which gave the United States
the leadership, a leadership which goes on today.
Then, to answer a question that you raised as to how other countries deal with this, they actually deal with the spread of transplant technology through their government agencies. So, the idea
of having a disenfranchised constituency in Sweden, for example,
or England or France would be almost unthinkable.
We train the people that go from the United States to these different countries, and they are sent not only to well developed countries but to third world countries. So, mechanisms have been found
abroad to sweep in the American technology.
Japan was mentioned, and Japan is going to be the latest of the
countries that will profit by the advances made in the United
States; and in the long run, if we are not careful and don't come up
with some mechanisms to care for our own people, we will be left
behind in the vanguard of those countries which now seize the lead
from us.
Senator CHAFEE. Mr. Chairman, I wonder if I could interrupt for
one moment? Unfortunately, I have a prior commitment that I absolutely have to meet. If I could just interrupt Dr. Starzl for a
couple of questions?
Dr. STARZL. Yes, of course.
Senator CHAFEE. I have a couple of questions. Could we say that
these transplants save money in the end in many instances because
it isn't always a question of life or death on the part of the
person-that is the recipient-but frequently, it is a case of the
person being chronically ill, requiring tremendous hospital care,
absent any transplant, and the transplant itself-expensive though
it might be-releases that person from this constant medical attention, which in many instances is being paid for by the public,
anyway? Is that a fair statement?
Dr. STARZL. You said it more perfectly than I did or could. I
think it is a fair statement, and that whole cycle of development to
the point you have just described has already occurred unequivocally with renal transplantation in which it is cheaper and it is
better and it is more socially useful to be treated with transplantation than any alternative form of therapy.
We are heading in that direction if, in fact, we haven't already
reached it, as witness the Clifton case, with heart and with liver
transplantation as well.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Starzl appears in the appendix.]
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Senator CHAFEE. These statistics that you have on chart one are
really dazzling, particularly heart.
Senator BAUCUS. I wonder, Senator, if you could hold up just a
second. We are going to have a vote at 11 a.m., and we have one
more witness. I wonder if Dr. Klintmalm could come up, please, so
that we will have a panel here? Otherwise, I am afraid that we are
going to get cut short here on time, and that is not going to be fair
to the witnesses.
I wonder, Senator, if you could be brief in your questions because
we are going to be cut pretty close here.
Senator CHAFEE. Sure. Briefly, do some of these patients return
to a normal life to the extent that they can work?
Dr. STARZL. Ninety percent of the liver and heart recipients
return to the workplace.
Senator CHAFEE. Do you agree with that, Dr. Klintmalm?
Dr. Klintmalm. Yes.
Senator CHAFEE. And the other question is: Absent this, many of
them would have been chronically requiring medical services of a
high-cost nature?
Dr. STARZL. That is right.
Senator CHAFEE. Do you agree with that?
Dr. Klintmalm. Correct.
Senator CHAFEE. All right. Thank you.
Senator BAUCUS. Dr. Klintmalm, why don't you give your statement right now, too; and then, I will have questions for both of
you.
STATEMENT OF GORAN KLINTMALM, M.D., PH.D., DIRECTOR,
TRANSPLANTATION SERVICES, BAYLOR UNIVERSITY MEDICAL
CENTER, DALLAS, TX

Dr. KLINTMALM. I have submitted my statement, and I think I
can save time if I just make some brief comments. I am very
pleased to be able to be here to be a witness for your committee,
Mr. Chairman.
The central issue here is how we shall be able to deliver health
care for all those that need it, and no one-I don't think any
nation-can afford to give all possible health care to all its needy
individuals.
We have a problem here in the United States in that the funding
for transplantation is different from that in my native country,
Sweden, where there is a national health service and everything is
paid for automatically. No one asks questions.
But I think we can very easily show, as stated by Dr. Starzl, that
you don't die at home from liver disease, for example, in this country. You die in the intensive care unit, and that is a very expensive
mode of dying.
Dr. Evans actually showed in 1986 that each trip to the intensive
care unit to die with these complications costs about $18,000-each
trip. You usually have several of those behind you before you die.
So, in essence, for the same amount of money, you can actually
either have a patient die or you can have the patient return back
as a useful citizen-useful to himself, to his family, to society.
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Also, I think we should keep some perspective of what is the cost.
I think that the cost we have heard about is something that is
coming down dramatically. At Baylor in Dallas, the average cost
for liver transplant is $100,000; and actually, two-thirds of the
livers are done for much less money than that.
I think I would like to support this bill here in that it provides a
new innovative form of funding for transplants that we need, especially with today's budget restrictions. This is a new approach. The
American people have always been willing to help each other out,
and I think this is a new way to do so.
Also, finally, this bill does not introduce new bureaucracy or
other problems in the handling of these funds, and this is also one
of the reasons why I support the bill. Thank you.
If you have any questions, I will be glad to answer them.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Klintmalm appears in the appendix.]
Senator BAucus. Thank you, Doctor.
Senator BAUCUS. In Sweden, are transplants covered by universal
health insurance?
Dr. KLINTMALM. Yes.
Senator BAUCUS. So, if someone needs a heart transplant, whether he is wealthy or not wealthy, the health insurance system in
Sweden will cover, if not all transplants, at least the medically necessary transplants?
Dr. KLINTMALM. That is correct. All transplants that are medically necessary are being covered, and no questions are asked.
Senator BAUCUS. I would like to ask both of you the question I
asked Congressman Walgren; that is: Where does one draw the
line? I mean, there are other maladies that beset people in life,
whether it is cancer or whatever. I am wondering, as physicians,
whether you think that this check-off system should apply only to
organ transplants, or are there other kinds of medical procedures
which also should be covered under a similar check-off system, if
not the same one?
Dr. STARZL. As Dr. Klintmalm already mentioned, the transplant
field is not really handled in quite the same way as other conventional forms of treatment. And one of the reasons for that, if I
could-I was going to trace the history of funding-is that there
has been an absence of signals from the Government about the
genuine service nature of transplantation. And I believe that the
history of funding would reveal exactly how that has occurred.
That is, in 1973 the end-stage renal disease programs were established in the United States. They became enormously expensive,
primarily because they were enormously successful, but also because dialysis-which was the alternative form of therapy-was included in that bill.
Now, when legislators and bureaucrats and executives began
looking at the unexpected successes and advances with the extra
renal organs, namely the liver and the heart mostly, in the early
1980s, it seemed as if an administrative panic set in. And in order
to shield themselves from a further avalanche of expenses, the
Government itself in what I think was a bipartisan approach to the
matter insisted on calling these services "experimental," just as
was described a moment ago by Mrs. Clifton.
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When they were pronounced experimental, this provided a
refuge for many insurance carriers to say: Look, the Government
says or the Medicare program says that liver transplantations are
experimental for all except somebody below the age of not 50, but
below the age of 18.
So, there were cross signals being given, I think; and part of the
spirit of this bill, which avoids this avalanche of expenses, is that it
gives a very powerful signal that, as far as the Government is concerned, that game is finished, that we do recognize that there is a
moral imperative to treat all of our patients and not to exclude
that 60 million people who do not have means of payment from
this technology.
Now, transplantation is a very special issue in the history of
medicine now because it represents a right-angle turn from anything that ever happened before; and thus, it has wrought a change
in philosophy by which organ-specific diseases can be approached.
Senator BAUCUS. Are you saying then that the check-off system
should apply only to transplants?
Dr. STARZL. I think that you could consider every case on its own
merit; but if you will grant me that, then I am merely building for
you a powerful case on its own merit to have a check-off system for
transplantation, at least now, so that one can build with that beginning a more stable platform. What that platform might be, I am
not certain-10 years down the line-for this revolutionary technology.
I don't want to build a case against anything. I am merely building a case for transplantation because, as I was saying, it changes
the whole approach by which medicine is practiced.
Look at Mrs. Clifton as an example, in which Mr. Clifton, the objective, was not to give more drugs, not to sit around in an ICU,
not to give diuretics, but to replace the engine. And that is an electrifying thought which occurs to specialists with hearts, with livers,
and with kidneys; and for that matter now, with lungs and pancreases.
So, it is a whole new dimension to the practice of medicine, and
it needs a powerful and supportive signal from our own Government.
Senator BAUCUS. Could you also go into a little more detail on
the degree to which you think that the costs would decline with
greater accessibility?
Dr. STARZL. Yes, sir. When I started with kidney transplantation
in a cohort of patients, which were really the first ones other than
twins to survive after transplantation, the patients were treated in
clinical research centers. The cost per renal transplantation in
1962 was $100,000. The cost for renal transplantation in 1988-26
years later-is between $20,000 and $25,000.
Senator BAUCUS. And that is with inflation?
Dr. STARZL. So, the real cost has gone down, something on the
order, I would think, of about 1/40th of what it was in the developmental days. Dr. Klintmalm has told you a similar story in the evolution of liver transplantation. The figures being given for hearts
are probably also higher than they are in this day and age.
So, there is a movement toward reduction of expenses; and as
Senator Chafee was so interested in, there is a replacement saving.
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Otherwise, one is confronted with the necessity of-in a Mr. Clifton-to reach the decision that, at a certain severity of illness,
heart disease will no longer be treated.
Senator BAUcus. Do some other countries have some higher developed transplant technology compared to the United States?
Dr. STARZL. I would say that other countries have managed
transplant technology. We still have a lead in transplantation. I
doubt if anyone would really argue with that. But I would say that
they have managed the practical fruits of transplantation in a
more equitable way.
Sweden, where Dr. Klintmalm has worked, is a perfect example.
Most of the transplant surgeons in Sweden were trained by me and
then went back to Sweden, and the arrival of some of the transplant practices-for example, liver transplantation-were rather
recent, for example 1984. But having arrived, a system was immediately put in place in Sweden in which no person because of lack
of money is deprived of treatment.
So, I would say that, at an administrative level, they have
switched gears far more smoothly than we have in the United
States.
Senator BAucus. Are there any transplants that are theoretical
today but perhaps are actual tomorrow?
Dr. STARZL. Yes, there are.
Senator BAUCUS. What are some of those?
Dr. STARZL. The most practical thing, and actually this is already
on line in a very limited way, is the use of multiple transplants;
that is, combinations of organs, such as the G.I.tract plus the liver
and pancreas, for example.
Senator BAucus. G.I. means gastrointestinal?
Dr. STARZL. Yes. You can transplant intestines plus other things.
That has already been done with a little girl over in Pittsburgh
last year, and it is being done with smaller combinations of organ
clusters daily.
We did one over the weekend in which the liver, the pancreas,
and part of the small bowel was transplanted as a unit in a patient
who had an otherwise-untreatable cancer of the liver and pancreas.
Now, this is a different issue. It is not just any more a "nuts and
bolts" treatment of the person with ordinary organ failure, that
kind of disease; but what we are talking about now is the use of
the technology itself to push back frontiers and to open up whole
new areas of potential therapeutics.
But I hate to see that happen with a disenfranchised segment of
the population which tends to be the minorities, tends to be poor. I
think it creates an integrity problem for everything we do when
that occurs.
Senator BAucus. Let me ask one final question, and that is on
availability of organs. To what degree is availability a limiting
factor? If this bill is passed, the financial end will not be a problem,
but availability may be. I am wondering the degree to which transfers are limited.
Dr. STARZL. It is a limitation. Yes, sir. It is a limitation; but let
me say that I don't know if that limitation is really as extreme as
is sometimes said. I do think there is a limitation, but at the
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moment, what happens is that a third of the population approximately-If there were 2,000 of anything, 2,000 hearts for example, the
way it is at the present time is that those 2,000 hearts will go to
2,000 recipients, maybe minus a few, who have the money, who
have the means, who have the political connections to have this
happen. And that is what I think strikes the moral cord, and that
is an issue toward which these bills in the House and Senate are
directed.
So, I think what we are seeing here this morning and what we
are appealing about is not a money matter so much as a moral
issue; and this is a step in the direction of resolving a moral issue. I
hope, for that reason, that the bill is favorably considered.
Senator BAUCUS. I want to thank you and all the witnesses. You
have collectively made a very compelling case. It is not only the
personal tragedy of disenfranchisement. When a patient is unable
to receive an organ because he or she is unable to pay for it, that
in itself is sufficient reason for finding some solution. But you have
also very well documented the replacement costs to society, that is,
the greater cost in trying to keep a person alive than would be the
case if that person were to receive a transplant. Replacing the
engine, as you say, is a very good point to differentiate organ transplants from other forms of medical procedures.
Dr. KLINTMALM. Mr. Chairman, may I just add on to that statement? You asked about the donors. I don't think that that is the
limiting factor, but it is one of them.
There are organs being buried every day in the United States because we cannot place them in an appropriate recipient-an appropriate recipient in that blood group or that age or that weight
range in the United States. It is who can pay.
This happens every day that we have to leave organs unused because there are no recipients who can take them.
Senator BAucus. I understand that, but that is a separate point.
What we are addressing today in this bill is availability because of
cost, not because of supply.

Dr.

KLINTMALM.

Exactly.

Senator BAucus. Or because of other medical reasons.
Dr. KLINTMALM. Exactly. I just want to say that it is not the
availability of the organ that is the only limitation. The ability to
pay is also a limitation for the spread of transplantation.
Senator BAUCUS. Yes. Thank you all very much. The subcommittee will take this bill under consideration, and again I want to
thank all the witnesses, and Senator Bumpers and Congressman
Walgren for their introduction of the bills. The hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11:12 a.m., the hearing was adjourned.]

APPENDIX
ALPHABETICAL LIST AND MATERIAL SUBMITTED
DESCRIPTION OF S. 2409
(DESIGNATION OF OVERPAYMENTS AND CONTRIBUTIONS ON TAX RETURNS
FOR NATIONAL ORGAN TRANSPLANT TRUST FUND)
Prepared by the Staff

of the
JOINT COMMITTEE ON TAXATION
IiTRODUCTION
The Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management of the
Senate Committee on Finance has scheduled a public hearing on
September 20, 1988, on S. 2409 (introduced by Senator
The bill would provide that taxpayers could
Bumpers).
designate on their tax returns all or a portion of their tax
refunds (or could make contributions with their returns) to a
new Federal trust fund that would be used to defray the costs
of necessary organ transplants.
1
The first part of the document is a summary of the
bill. The second part provides a description of present law
and of the provisions of S. 2409.
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organ
trust fund that would defray the cost of necessary the
trust
transplants. The designation of contributions to
fund would be effective for returns filed for taxable years
ending after the date of enactment.
II.

DESCRIPTION OF S. 2409

Designation of Overpayments and Contributions on Tax Returns
for National Organ Transplant Trust Fund
Present Law
Under present law, individual taxpayers may elect to
allocate $1 ($2 on a joint return) of their tax liability to
the Presidential Election Campaign Fund, a fund established
to provide financing to the campaigns of presidential and
The election
vice-presidential candidates (Code sec. 6096).
is made on the first page of the taxpayer's return. An
election to make an allocation to the fund neither increases
nor decreases the taxpayer's liability, but merely determines
whether the allocated amount will be used by the Federal
Government for campaign funding.
No other provisions of Federal tax law permit taxpayers
to designate for what purpose the amount of tax owed is to be
used by the Government. Present law does not permit
taxpayers to make contributions for charitable or other
purposes through their Federal income tax return.
The Commissioner of Internal Revenue, in the
instructions to Form 1040, has encouraged taxpayers to
include with their tax return voluntary contributions to
reduce the public debt. Taxpayers wishing to do so must
enclose a separate check payable to the Bureau of Public
Debt.
Explanation of the Bill
Designation of amounts for Organ Transplant Trust Fund
3
entitled to an income tax
taxpayers
Under the bill,
refund could irrevocably designate all or any portion of the
refund as a contribution to the National Organ Transplant
Trust Fund, a trust fund to be established by the bill within
the United States Treasury. The bill would require that the
designation appear on the first page of the return.

Taxpayers not entitled to a refund, or who wished to
make a contribution to the Fund in excess of their refund,
could include an additional amount with their return and
designate this as a contribution to the Fund. The
designation would not increase or decrease the tax liability
of a taxpayer for the year covered by the return.
Disposition of amounts in Trust Fund
Under the bill, each State would establish a program to
receive payments from the Fund and to provide financial
assistance to individuals with a medical condition for which
an organ transplant procedure is medically necessary, who
lack the financial resources to pay for such procedures. A
State also could use funds from the Trust to pay for costs
incurred by the State's chief health officer to publicize the
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availability of the Trust Fund and to solicit contributions
to the Fund, except that such payments could not exceed five
percent of the total payments received by the State from the
Trust Fund for the Year.
Specific rules and procedures relating to State
residency and the medical and financial eligibility of
individuals for benefits under a State's program, which
medical expenses would be eligible for payments from the
program, the maximum amounts payable, the terms and
conditions under which payment will be made to eligible
individuals, and other relevant determinations, would be
prescribed by regulations issued by the chief health officer
of each State.
Amounts in the National Organ Transplant Trust Fund
would be disbursed by the Secretary of the Treasury to those
States which had been certified by the Secretary of Health
and Human Services as carrying out their programs in
accordance with the bill and fully accounting for the money
received from the Fund for the previous year. Expenses
incurred by the Treasury Department in administering the
program also would be payable out of the Fund.

Effective Date
The designation of contributions to the Trust Fund would
be effective for returns filed for taxable years ending after
the date of enactment. The Trust Fund would be established
on the date of enactment.
1 This document may be cited as follows: Joint Committee on
Taxation, Description of S. 2409 (Designation of Overpayments
and Contributions on Tax Retu-rns for National 6-an
T-r-ansplant Trust Fund) (JCX-29-88)7September 16, 1988.
2 A description of S. 2409 also appears in JCS-12-88, July
11, 1988, which was prepared for the Subcommittee hearing on
various tax bills on July 12, 1988. S. 2409 was removed from
the July 12 hearing list after the hearing pamphlet went to
GPO.
3 It is intended that this provision apply only to
individual taxpayers.
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STATE MENT OF SENATOR DALE BUMPERS
ON
S. 2409, THE COOPERATIVE ORGAN TRANSPLANT CONTRIBUTIONS ACT

MR.

I WANT TO THANK YOU FOR SCHEDULING THIS

CHAIRMAN,

HEARING AND PROVIDING THE FORUM FOR DISCUSSION OF THE

IMPORTANT

ISSUE OF FINANCING ORGAN TRANSPLANTS FOR THOSE WHO NEED BUT CAN'T
AFFORD THEM.

S.

IS A BILL WHICH WOULD ESTABLISH A WAY FOR

2409

NEED TRANSPLANT

THE AMERICAN PEOPLE TO HELP THOSE WHO
THIS BILL

IS COSPONSORED

COLLEAGUES,

BY A NUMBER OF MY

INCLUDING SENATORS

STAFFORD, CONRAD, CHILES,

HEFLIN,

DISTINGUISHED

SANFORD,

INOUYE,

SURGERY.

PROXMIRE,

FORD, HATCH, AND THURMOND.

ORGAN TRANSPLANT PROCEDURES ARE SIMPLY MIRACULOUS, AND WE
HAVE

CAN BE PROUD AS A NATION THAT OUR PHYSICIANS AND SCIENTISTS
BEEN

PIONEERS

IN

DEVELOPING LIFE-SAVING

TRANSPLANT

PROCEDURES FOR

LIVERS, HEARTS, AND KIDNEYS AS WELL AS OTHER ORGANS AND TISSUES.
THESE OPERATIONS ARE

DAILY SAVING THE

LIVES OF DOZENS WHO WOULD

OTHERWISE DIE.

THERE ARE TWO BIG CONDITIONS
TRANSPLANT SURGERY CAN GO FORWARD:
BE

FOUND AND RESOURCES

PROCEDURES.

ORGAN

THAT MUST BF MET BEFORE

A SUITABLE ORGAN DONOR MUST

MUST BE AVAILABLE TO

FORTUNATELY, THIS COUNTRY

PAY COR

THE

IS MAKING PROGRESS

IN

DEVELOPING A SYSTEM TO OBTAIN AND DISTRIBUTE ORGANS FOR USE
TRANSPLANTATION SURGERY.

THE CONGRESS

REQUIRING HOSPITALS TO REQUEST THAT

WORK OF MANY

PEOPLE

THIS

IN PRIVATE AND PUBLIC

AGENCIES ARE HAVING A POSITIVE
NONETHELESS, ORGAN AVAILABILITY
WHEN AN INDIVIDUAL

HAS CERTA-NLY HELPED BY

FAMILIES OF

DONATE THE ORGANS OF THEIR LOVED ONES.

IN

DECEASED PATIENTS

LAW AND THE HARD

ORGAN

PROCUREMENT

EFFECT ON THE SUPPLY OF ORGANS.
IS

SPILL A FORMIDABLE QUESTION

IS FACING TRANSPLANTATION SURGERY.

TRAGICALLY, TRANSPLANT PATIENTS

SOMETIMES DIE WHILE WAITING FOR A
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SUITABLE ORGAN.

WE MUST CONTINUE FEDERAL EFFORTS TO COORDINATE

AND IMPROVE ORGAN PROCUREMENT

IF THE SUPPLY OF ORGANS IS TO MEET

DEMAND.

JUST AS TRAGICALLY, IN THIS BOUNTIFUL AND GENEROUS NATION,
WE ALLOW TRANSPLANT CANDIDATES TO
INSURANCE COVERAGE OR
TRANSPLANT

DIE BECAUSE THEY DO NOT HAVE

PRIVATE RESOURCES ADEQUATE TO PAY FOR A

PROCEDURE.

ORGAN TRANSPLANTATION

THE COSTS OF A LIVER TRANSPLANT AVERAGES
TRANSPLANT

$125,000;

LIFE COST

INDIVIDUAL

THERE ARE MANY PATIENTS

THE

BUT THIS COUNTRY

LIFE AND FOUND A WAY TO GET

LIFE-SAVING MEDICAL CARE TO THOSE WHO

NEED IT.

IN THIS COUNTRY WHO NEED

TRANSPLANTS BUT ARE EXPERIENCING

GREAT

DIFFICULTIES FINANCING

THESE PATIENTS MUST PROVE THEY HAVE THE RESOURCES TO

FINANCE THEIR

TRANSPLANT BEFORE

INSTITUTION'S WAITING
MANY OF THESE
IN ESSENCE,

NEIGHBORS,

THEY CAN EVEN BE PUT ON AN

LIST FOR SURGERY AND FOR AVAILABLE

PATIENTS ARE

RAISING MONEY THROUGH

THEY MUST GO BEGGING

TO KEEP THEIR CHILDREN ALIVE.

FOR

A HEART

REQUIRED FOR THE REST OF A

$6,000 TO $10,000 ANNUALLY.

HAS ALWAYS VALUED THE

THEM.

$265,000;

EXPENSIVE.

AND A BONE MARROW TRANSPLANT $95,000.

IMMUNOSUPPRESSIVE DRUGS THAT ARE
PATIENT'S

IS VERY

THEIR CHURCHES,

COMMUNITIES
RAISE MONEY

HAVE OFTEN
--

OR

ARE APPEALING TO THEIR

TO THE MEDIA,

RESPONDED

PUBLIC APPEALS.

FOR THE MONEY TO STAY ALIVE,

THEY

HELP IN RAISING THE FUNDS TO

ORGANS.

AND TO PUBLIC

OFFICIALS

PAY FOR THESE OPERATIONS.
IN MULTIPLE AND CREATIVE WAYS TO

SO THE GENEROSITY IS THERE.

AND THAT

IS AN

IMPORTANT POINT I'LL RETURN TO.

WE HAVE TO ASK THE QUESTION, IS

THIS SITUATION ACCEPTABLE?

IS THIS WHAT IS BEST FOR THE PATIENT AND HIS FAMILY?

I THINK

_____26

YOU'LL AGREE THE ANSWER IS NO.

A PATIENT'S FAMILY SHOULD NOT

HAVE TO BE OUT HUSTLING DOLLARS WHEN THEY NEED TO BE COMFORTING
AND SUPPORTING THE PATIENT.
DON'T WORK ALL THE TIME.

FURTHERMORE, ATTEMPTS AT FUNDRAISING

IT'S MUCH

EASIER TO RAISE MONEY IF THE

PATIENT IS A YOUNG AND PHOTOGENIC CHILD, AND MUCH HARDER IF THE
PATIENT IS NOT.

THERE CAN ALSO BE A DARK SIDE TO THIS

FUNDRAISING BUSINESS.
FUNDS WERE

THERE HAVE BEEN REPORTED

INSTANCES WHERE

MISSPENT OR RAISED USING MISLEADING STATEMENTS.

EVEN IF EVERY CENT WERE COLLECTED AND SPENT HONESTLY,

BUT,

I WOULD

STILL OBJECT TO THIS DEMEANING SITUATION WHERE FAMILY MEMBERS
HAVE TO GO OUT PLEADING FOR THE MONEY TO

PAY FOR TRANSPLANT

OPERATIONS.

WHY DO PATIENTS

FIND THEMSELVES

OF RUNNING BAKE SALES TO LIVE?
POSITION

IN THE

UNENVIABLE POSITION

THEY FIND THEMSELVES IN THAT

BECAUSE THEY DO NOT ENJOY PRIVATE OR PUBLIC HEALTH

INSURANCE COVERAGE FOR TRANSPLANTS.

THE FINANCING OF TRANSPLANTS IS A CRAZY QUILT OF
COVERAGE.

MEDICARE FINANCES AS MANY AS

TRANSPLANTS
PROGRAM.

90%

INSURANCE

OF THE KIDNEY

IN THIS COUNTRY THROUGH THE END STAGE

RENAL DISEASE

MEDICARE ALSO COVERS HEART TRANSPLANTS AND LIVER

TRANSPLANTS IN THOSE UNDER AGE

18, WHICH EFFECTIVELY MEANS

MEDICARE DOES NOT COVER LIVER TRANSPLANTS.

MEDICAID COVERAGE FOR

TRANSPLANTATION VARIES GREATLY FROM STATE TO STATE.

MOST STATES

PROVIDE COVERAGE FOR SOME TRANSPLANTS, BUT SOME STATES PROVIDE NO
COVERAGE AND OTHERS ARE ELIMINATING THE COVERAGE THEY PREVIOUSLY
HAD.
DAILY.

AS A MATTER OF FACT, MEDICAID COVERAGE CHANGES ALMOST
MOST OF US ARE AWARE OF OREGON'S MUCH-PUBLICIZED DECISION

TO LIMIT TRANSPLANT COVERAGE IN ORDER TO FINANCE EXPANDEDPRENATAL CARE EFFORTS.
THE OPPOSITE DIRECTION.

MY HOME STATE OF ARKANSAS

IS MOVING IN

THE STATE MEDICAL CARE ADVISORY

COMMITTEE HAS APPROVED COVERAGE FOR HEART, LIVER, AND MOST BONE
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MARROW

AND THIS ACTION MUST NOW BE APPROVED BF- THE

TRANSPLANTS,

FINALLY, PRIVATE INSURANCE COVERAGE VARIES

STATE LEGISLATURE.

FROM CARRIER TO CARRIER.

IN SOME CASES, PRIVATE INSURANCE

ADEQUATE FOR THE

COVERAGE IS

IN OTHER CASES,

COVERAGE

BUT NONEXISTENT FOR THE

IS

PROCEDURE AND ALL FOLLOW-UP CARE.
PROCEDURE

ADEQUATE FOR THE TRANSPLANT

IMMUNOSUPPRESSIVE DRUGS A PATIENT NEEDS.

SO THE PATIENTS WHO NEED HELP FINANCING TRANSPLANTS
EITHER AMONG THE 37 MILLION WHO LACK HEALTH
THEIR HEALTH

ARE

INSURANCE COVERAGE,

INSURANCE POLICIES HAVE INADEQUATE COVERAGE FOR

TRANSPLANTS, THEY ARE UNFORTUNATE ENOUGH TO LIVE

IN A STATE WITH
IN

LIMITED MEDICAID COVERAGE, OR THEY FALL THROUGH THE CRACKS
OTHER WAYS.

ANOTHER QUESTION THAT HAS BEEN RAISED IS WHY SHOULD WE
TRANSPLANTATION FOR COVERAGE WHILE NOT PROVIDING

SINGLE OUT ORGAN

FINANCING FOR OTHER BASIC HEALTH SERVICES.

TRANSPLANTS ARE

USUALLY A MATTER OF LIFE OR DEATH, AND TRANSPLANTATION FINANCING
SHOULD BE TREATED AS A MATTER OF LIFE OR DEATH.

AS i

SAID

EARLIER,

THESE DESPERATE PEOPLE;
CHANNEL THAT GENEROSITY.

AMERICANS ARE WILLING TO BE GENEROUS TO
WHAT I WOULD LIKE TO DO WITH THIS BILL IS
BRIEFLY, MY BILL WOULD SET UP A

CHECKOFF ON THE 1040 PERSONAL INCOME TAX FORM, WHEREBY
INDIVIDUALS COULD DONATE PART OR ALL OF THEIR TAX REFUND,
OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS,
ASSISTANCE.

OR MAKE

TO A TRUST FUND FOR ORGAN TRANSPLANT

LET ME BE VERY CLEAR ON THIS

POINT --

INDIVIDUALS

WOULD BE DONATING THEIR OWN MONEY; THEY WON'T BE DIMINISHING
FEDERAL REVENUES.

THE TRUST FUND WOULD RETURN TO EACH

FUNDS CONTRIBUTED BY ITS CITIZENS.

STATE THE

EACH STATE WOULD BE PERMITTED

TO RUN ITS ASSISTANCE PROGRAM FOR TRANSPLANT PATIENTS ACCORDING
TO ITS OWN REGULATIONS.

STATES WOULD NOT BE REQUIRED TO APPROVE
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THE TRANSPLANT PROGRAMS TO WHICH FUNDS ARE PROVIDED, BUT THEY
COULD DO SO IF THEY WISHED.

STATES WOULD ALSO HAVE FLEXIBILITY

IN DETERMINING ELIGIBILITY FOR THESE FUNDS.

STATES COULD NOT USE THESE FUNDS AS THEIR STATE MATCH FOR
MEDICAID, AND THE FUNDS ARE INTENDED TO SUPPLEMENT, NOT SUPPLANT,
THE STATES WOULD HAVE TO REPORT YEARLY

STATE MEDICAID EFFORTS.

ON THEIR PROGRAMS AND THEIR EXPENDITURES, BUT THEY WOULD HAVE THE
FLEXIBILITY TO FASHION THEIR PROGRAMS TO MEET THEIR OWN NEEDS.

I

FIRMLY BELIEVE THAT CITIZENS WILL WELCOME THE OPPORTUNITY TO USE
THIS CHECKOFF, KNOWING THAT THEIR DONATION WILL BE HELPING PEOPLE
CLOSE TO HOME.

THIS BILL HAS BEEN ENDORSED BY MANY OF THE ORGANIZATIONS
THAT ARE CONCERNED WITH ORGAN TRANSPLANTATION.

INCLUDED AMONG

THESE ARE THE AMERICAN COUNCIL ON TRANSPLANTATION, THE AMERICAN
LIVER FOUNDATION, THE CHILDREN'S TRANSPLANT ASSOCIATION, THE
CHILDREN'S LIVER FOUNDATION, THE NATIONAL HEART ASSIST AND
TRANSPLANT FUND, AND THE UNITED NETWORK FOR ORGAN SHARING.

MR. CHAIRMAN, I KNOW THAT SOME HAVE SERIOUS MISGIVING ABOUT
THE USE OF CHECKOFFS ON OUR FEDERAL

INCOME TAX FORM.

I BELIEVE

THESE MISGIVINGS ARE OF LITTLE SIGNIFICANCE, HOWEVER, COMPARED TO
THE NEED THAT THE CHECKOFF WOULD ADDRESS.
MUST PREFER THAT CONGRESS

TO BE

HONEST, I WOULD

ESTABLISH AND FUND AN ASSISTANCE

PROGRAM THROUGH THE USUAL MEANS.

BUT THIS SIMPLY ISN'T GOING TO

HAPPEN IN THESE TIMES OF MAMMOTH DEFICITS.

THEREFORE, I AM

SUGGESTING A FUNDING MECHANISM, THE CH-'KOFF.

CHECKOFFS ARE WIDELY USED BY THE STATES.
DIFFERENT CHECKOFFS

IN 37 STATES;

STATE INCOME TAX FORM.

THERE ARE

LOUISIANA ALONE HAS

96

SIX ON ITS

ANOTHER MEASURE OF THE POPULARITY OF THE
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CHECKOFFS IS THAT ALL BUT THREE STATES THAT HAVE AN INCOME TAX
USE CHECKOFFS.

THE IMPORTANT POINT IS THIS:

THESE CHECKOFFS

HAVE NOT WRECKED THE TAX-COLLECTING SYSTEM OF THE STATES AND
THERE IS NO REASON TO BELIEVE THEY WOULD INFLICT ANY DAMAGE ON
THE FEDERAL SYSTEM EITHER.

OF COURSE, THE FEDERAL FORM CURRENTLY DOES HAVE ONE
CHECKOFF,

THAT FOR THE PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN,

BROUGHT IN 33 MILLION DOLLARS FOR TAX YEAR 1986.

AND IT

THESE RESULTS

WERE ACHIEVED WITH A ONE DOLLAR PER PERSON LIMIT ON GIVING AND
WITH NO ADVERTISING.

WE ARE SHOOTING FOR A HIGHER AVERAGE

DONATION WITH MY PROPOSED CHECKOFF, AND WE ARE HOPING THAT SOME
OF THE ADVOCACY GROUPS I MENTIONED WILL PROVIDE PUBLICITY FOR THE
CHECKOFF AT TAX TIME.

IF WE CAN REALIZE THESE GOALS I THINK WE

COULD EASILY RAISE $50-$75 MILLION FOR OUR FELLOW CITIZENS.

MR. CHAIRMAN, WE HAVE A TRULY DISTINGUISHED GROUP OF
WITNESSES.

I AM PLEASED TO BE JOINED BY CONGRESSMAN DOUG

WALGREN, WHO HAS INTRODUCED A COMPANION MEASURE TO S. 2409 IN THE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

DR. THOMAS STARZL, FROM THE UNIVERSITY

OF PITTSBURGH SCHOOL OF MEDICINE, IS THE WORLD'S MOST PROMINENT
LIVER TRANSPLANT SURGEON, AND DR. GORAN KLINTMALM IS THE DIRECTOR
OF BAYLOR UNIVERSITY'S DISTINGUISHED TRANSPLANTATION PROGRAM.
OUR OTHER DISTINGUISHED WITNESS IS MRS. SHERRY CLIFTON, FROM
SILVER-SPRING, MARYLAND.

SHE WENT THROUGH THE DIFFICULTIES OF

RAISING FUNDS FOR HER HUSBAND'S HEART TRANSPLANT.

WE ARE HAPPY

THAT HER HUSBAND, HARDIE CLIFTON, IS ACCOMPANYING HER.

WE COULD

HAVE ASSEMBLED ANOTHER DOZEN OR SO WITNESSES, BUT WE HAVE TRIED
TO RESPECT THE COMMITTEE'S TIME CONSTRAINTS.

MR. CHAIRMAN, IN CLOSING I WANT TJ SAY THAT IT IS TIME WE
QUIT IGNORING THE PLIGHT OF OUR FELLOW CITIZENS WHO DESPERATELY
NEED HELP IN FINANCING THE COSTS OF ORGAN TRANSPLANTATION.

92-729 - 89 - 3

I
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WOULD GUESS THAT EVERY MEMBER OF CONGRESS HAS RECEIVED APPEALS TO
HELP A CONSTITUENT WITH THE COSTS OF TRANSPLANTATION AND HAS FELT
HELPLESS.

WE NOW HAVE A CHANCE TO CHANGE THAT.

I HOPE THAT THE

FINANCE COMMITTEE WILL JOIN ME IN WORKING FOR THE RAPID PASSAGE
OF S. 2409, SO THAT THE PROVEN GENEROSITY OF AMERICANS TOWARD
THESE TRULY NEED PEOPLE CAN BE MORE WIDELY AND EFFECTIVELY USED.

I ASK THAT A SECTION-BY-SECTION ANALYSIS OF S. 2409 BE
INCLUDED WITH MY FULL STATEMENT.

BRIEF SECTION-BY-SECTION
ANALYSIS OF SENATOR BUMPERS'
COOPERATIVE ORGAN TRANSPLANT CONTRIBUTIONS ACT

Sec. I

This act may be cited as the "Cooperative Organ
Transplant Contributions Act of 1988."

Sec. 2(a)

Congressional findings that many organ transplant
candidates are in need of assistance to pay for
transplants.

2(b)

Statement of the purpose of the act, which is to
establish a National Organ Transplant Fund whose fuhds
will be distributed to states in order to assist needy
organ transplant candidates.

Sec. 3(a)

Taxpayers may designate any portion of any tax
overpayment or any cash contribution to be paid to the
National Transplant Trust Fund.

(b) The Internal Revenue Code is amended to account for
the establishment of the National Organ Transplant
Trust Fund.
(c) This act applies to taxable years ending after the
date of enactment.
Sec. 4(a)

A National Organ Transplant Trust Fund will be
established in the Treasury of the United States and
shall receive all amounts contributed by individual
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taxpayers.

Funds in the Trust Fund shall be available

for payment to the chief health officer of each state
and to pay administrative expenses of modifying the
individual income tax return forms and carrying out
the operation of the Trust Fund.
Sec. 5(a)

Each state shall establish an Organ Transplant Program
in order to receive payments from the National Organ
Transplant Trust Fund.

(b)

States must use the funds to pay the costs of organ
transplantation procedures and immunosuppressive drugs
for eligible individuals.

States may use not more

than 5% of funds to publicize the availability of the
trust fund and to solicit contributions.
(c)

States will receive an amount proportionate to the
contributions of their citizens to the Trust Fund.
The Secretary of Health and Human Services shall
certify a State as eligible for payments.

(d)

The States shall determine the eligibility of
individuals and shall also determine the medical
expenses eligible for coverage.

(e)

A state may not use money from the National Organ
Transplant Fund to supplant funds normally ifade
available by the State for organ transplantation
assistance.

(f)

A State may not use the money from the Trust Fund to
satisfy a requirement for nonfederal contributions for
participation in a program established under any other
provision of law.

(g)

Each state shall annually submit reports about its
Organ Transplant Program to the Secretar

of Health

and Human Services.
(h)

Definitions of "organ," "transplant procedure," and
"State."

82
Sec. 6

Makes clear that this Act does not create any private
right ti sue by or on behalf of any eligible
individual, and does not create an entitlement on
behalf of any individual.
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HARDIE G. CLIFTON
Heart Transplant:

12 S.-tember, 1984
Medil1
College ol Virginia
Richmond, Virgi:.

On 2 July, 1984 Hardie entered Southern Maryland Hospital Center,
diagnosis:
Heart Failure.
After years of sitting in Emergency Rooms, Intensive Care Units,
Hospital Rooms, and Coronary Care Units, we weren't too surprised
when his cardiologist told us that a heart transplant was his only
I was elated to know that there was still "hope"
hope of survival.
for Hardie.
I dealt with all the normal fears associated with a procedure as
delicate as a heart transplant. I was mentally prepared for it.
I wasn't prepared'for the emotional, and financial battle that
would ensue.
I was not prepared for the rejection, and denials I
;iould have to face.
Hardie's cardiologist contacted the Transplant Centers. Johns
Hopkins wouldn't accept him, the one in Texas required a $50,000
deposit, and The Medical College of Virginia required a $30,000
deposit, because Maryland Medical Assistance (Hardie's only insurance coverage) would not pay for a heart transplant. MMA considered
heart transplants to still be in the experimental stage, and therefore,-would not pay for it.
When Hardie's doctor told me that MMA would not cover the cost of
the transplant, I was a little shaken, but still very optimistic.
We were American Citizens.
I knew that The United States of America
I could not
was the richest, most advanced Country in the World.
see where there would be a serious problem. My husband was dying
because he needed a transplant, and I just knew that there had to
Then came my rude awakening.
be funds available for such things.
The
I started out by calling the various "help" organizations:
Heart Association, United Way, United Givers Fund, Red Cross,
I came up with zero. I was in a state of
United Black Fund, etc..
I then turned
shock.
I couldn't believe there was no help for us.
I got T.V., radio, and newspaper coverage.
I
to the news media.
set up a Heart Fund, at the bank, and prayed that people would
respond.
I continued to call organizations, and businesses, for
help.
My husband was dying, and I was no where near the $30,000 I
I was later told that the
needed.
I then called the White House.
White House contacted Governor Hughes (Maryland), he contacted thl
Governor of Virginia and guaranteed payment. Hardie was then, and
only then, admitted to 'ICV. I had even gone to Redskin Park, ind
met with some of the Redskins to ask for their assistance. I had
I will never be able to describe
to knock on every door I saw.
the hurt, and fear that I felt.
I felt that my country had betrayed
me.
I thought of all the men, in my family, that had picked up guns
and fought to defend our country. I thought of all the tax dollars
I thought about all the sweat, and blood my
my family had paid.
I just did not want to
forefathers shed, to hel? build our country.
believe that my beloved country was going to allow my husband to die
because "there were no funds available" to save his life.
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It was my understanding that the Federal Government agreed to share
the cost of Hardie's transplant with the State of Maryland 50/50.
I don't know whetherr it was done that way, or not.
All I know is,
my husband w,, trying, ahd noone seemed to care. I had to yell, kick,
scream, and scratch to get something done. By the time we got him to
MCV, he was in such a deteriorated condition, they gave him less than
24 hours to live, and had no intentions of doing a transplant.
I had
to fight another battle down there.
I cannot see how the leaders of our country can approve a $500,000
renovation project, to house two (2) Pandas, and be willing to allow
human beings to die because there is no money available for transplants.
I would love to see the total dollar amount that has been spent on those
pandas since they were given to us.
I would not be surprised if it
were up in the millions.
I would love to know the dollar amount that
is approved, and disbursed for Foreign Aid, while Americans are dying
because of lack of medical care.
Hardie was just the 70th heart transplant done at MCV. I'm sure that
heart transplants, and other organ transplants, are now being done on
a weekly basis.
States cannot carry this heavy financial burden. The
Federal Government is going to have to pitch in, and help. The financial burden does not stop, when the patient is discharged from the
hospital.
A transplant recipient has a life-time of medical problems,
emotional problems, financial burdens, and medical expenses.
I thank God I was strong enough to fight. Everyone does not have the
same strength.
I would not accept defeat. When one dooe would close
in my face, I would knock on another one. I was determined that my
husband's life would be saved. All during my ordeal, I was praying
than no one else's loved one would have to go through with what I
had to go through with. I was disabled, my husband was disabled, we
had a child in school, our small income wasn't enough to cover our
normal financial obligations, and here is someone telling me that I
had to come up with $30,000 to get my husband admitted into a transplant center so he would have a chance to live.
I sincerely hope that Bill S.2409 will go through. I also hope that
other measures will be taken to assist transplant recipients, and
their families, after the transplant. We are faced with a lot of
financial burdens, directly related to the transplant, that are not
covered by a medicaid card.
Your life is never the same.

MRS. SHERRY A. CLIFTON
11525 February Circle #201
Silver Spring, Maryland
20904
(301) 236-9077
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TESTIMONY OF CONGRESSMAN DOUG WALGREN
BEFORE THE SENATE FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE ON
TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT
September 20, 1988
It is a pleasure and honor to appear today before you to
testify today on a critical problem of our health care system

--

how to pay for organ transplants.
I have introduced H.R. 5330, a companion bill to
S. 2409 introduced by Senator Bumpers, which would

create a

checkoff on the federal tax return for taxpayers to direct any
portion of their tax refund or a cash contribution to a National
Organ Transplant Trust Fund.

The Department of the Treasury

would return to each state funds contributed by its citizens and

each state would establish a program to help needy people pay for
organ transplants.
The basic problem that this bill addresses is the fact that

current insurance coverage of organ transplants, private and
public, is inadequate.

People today in many cases literally have

to scrounge around for enough money to pay for transplants.
Many of them even go to their congressman or senator -the White House --

even to

looking for help.

Patients with life-threatening conditions should not have to
have bake sales and press conferences to raise money to pay for
their medical care.

Their survival should not depend on their

political connections, where they live, or the generosity of
their friends, family and neighbors.

We should be able to find

ways to pay for necessary medical care without impoverishing
people.

A compassionate country, as abundant in resources as

ours, should not turn people away at the hospital door to die
when they cannot pay for medical help.

Organ transplants today are terribly expensive and out of the
reach of most people.

The average liver transplant costs

$135,000 to $238,000.

The average heart transplant costs

$57,000 to $110,000.

For a heart-lung transplant, the average
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cost is $130,000 to $200,000.
average, $30,000 to $40,000.

A kidney transplant costs, on
Coverage of transplants by

private insurance policies is increasing, but usually the patient
has to pay a share.

Even if insurance covers 80% of the costs,

that still leaves 20% of a $100,000 transplant or $20,000 for the
patient to pay --

an amount usually out of the reach of most

people. Medicaid coverage for the poor varies from state to state
and is often inadequate with at least one state covering no
transplants.

Medicare, for the elderly, covers some --

transplants.

After the initial operation, immunuosuppressive

drugs,

needed to make the transplant effective,

not all --

can cost up to

$5,000 a year, and very few insurance policies cover outpatient
drugs.

The result of this patchwork of health insurance

coverage is that the bulk of the American people -of middle-income Americans --

a broad swath

are uninsured or underinsured for

organ transplants and the financial burdens are crushing.
All of these costs often leave the institutions who perform
transplants with the choice of turning the patient away or
accepting the patient and incurring huge financial losses.
The best and the long-term solution is to improve the
coverage of transplants under Medicare, Medicaid and private
insurance.

Congress has, in the case of Medicare, in which there

is a direct federal responsibility, been strengthening Medicare's
benefits.

But we have a long way to go in providing

comprehensive coverage for everyone.
Organ transplants represent the
must support it.

frontier of medicine and we

Life can be extended and enhanced beyond our

imagination through the ability to transplant organs and save
lives.

But this can occur only if we provide some support to

allow these medical miracles to be pursued.

In addition, we are

strengthening our society by helping people return to the
mainstream of life to become productive citizens.

By building on

this country's long-standing tradition of helping each other, we
are also bringing attention, in this special field of medicine,
to our common unity as human beings.
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Testimony on S. 2409
the
Cooperative Organ Transplant Contributions Act
of 1988
by
Thcras E. Starzl, M.D.,

Ph.D.

Mr. Chairman, my name is Thomas Starzl, and I am Professor of Surgery and
I

Director" of Organ Transplantation Services at the University of Pittsburgh.

am pleased to present testnony before this subcommittee in support of S.
2409, The Cooperative Organ Transplantation Contribution Act of 1988.
This is a timely and compassionate measure which is truly needed to help
many Americans gain access to, and benefit from organ transplant technology.
Congress has ione much to further the discipline of organ transplantation.

In

1972 Congress passed the End Stage Renal Disease Program which guaranteed cost
coverage

under Medicare

for

any American

needing dialysis

or

a

kidney

Furthermre, the National Institutes of Health have supported

transplant.

research efforts over the years which have both improved the efficacy of

This

transplantation of all vital organs, and imunosupressivo drug therapy.

cimmitment has translated into life saving and life enhancing transplants for
thousands

of

Americans

-

and

has

created

a

resource

of

scientific

information, and research which will stop killer and disabling diseases that
attack vital organs.

The net

result

is

that our citizens,

the Nation's

ultimate resource, have a new, and expanding, medical technology to preserve
life.

The

benefits

fram

organ

transplantation

and

the

accompanying

immunosuppressive therapies are many, and, in the long run, will amortize the
investment which this governmnt has made in its people
Senator Bumpers' Bill, S. 2409, which is before this subcomaittee,

adds a

unique and special feature for the developrient of organ transplantation.

It

follows a course already set by Congress in legislating the End Stage Renal
Disease program, the National Organ Transplant Act of 1984, and subsequent
A

mnts which improve our organ transplantation system.

S. 2409 is new and

special in that the proposed National Organ Transplant Fund is based on the
generosity of the American people to voluntarily contribute to the effort.

Nobody is taxed.
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My testimony, Mr. Chairman will develop along the following lines.
I.

History of kidney, extra renal transplants, and Jmrmuosuppressive
therapies.

II.
III.
I.

Payment for organ transplants, research and related issues.
The .eed for a National Organ TranspJant Trust Fund.
History of kidney, extra renal transplants, and iutmnouppressive
therapies.

Mr. Chairman,

I realize that his subcamsittee deals with tax measures and

not with medical procedures.

You are concerned about S. 2409, and its effects

on incck.e tax strategies as a means to create a transplant fund.

Therefore, I

will submit a detailed article on the medical history of organ transplantation
and

immunosuppressive

drug development

as

an appendix to th.s testimony.

However, I will sulmrarize same key facts which will be of interest to you and
your colleagues.
A.

As Chart I indicates, the numbers of organ transplants have increased dramatically from the period 1981 through 1987.
Chart I
Organ Transplantation Statistics
1981-1987
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Health Resources Services Adainistration, Division of Organ
Transplantation, Department of Health and Human Services.

* The slight decrease is due to the limited supply of donated kidneys.

2409, aming other things, will help educate Americans to become organ

donors.
*

estimated

S.
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B.

This is due to several factors:
1.

Increased research and, therefore, greater efficiency in all
areas of organ transplantation.

2.

Increased development of immunosuppressive, or anti-rejection
drug therapies.

3.

Greater awareness on the part of primary physicians that organ
transplants are life saving techniques which can help their
patients.

4.

Greater awareness, and willingness on the part of the American
people to become organ donors.

C.

Survival rates for all transplant patients are increasingly higher.
This is due to improved transplant techniques and continuous
development of immunosuppressive drugs.

D.

Organ transplantation is not a parochial feature of American
medicine.

It is international in scope, and has the potential to

lead America, and our world, into the 21st century of medicine.

II.

Payment for organ transplants, research and related issues.

Any new medical technology begins in a pioneer stage, and organ transplantation, along with izmanosuppressive drugs is no exception.

The struggle

is always to move from an "experimental" or "innovational research" stage to
an on-line medical therapy that becomes part of our national health care
system which needy Americans have access to and support for.

This has been

the odessey for organ transplantation in America.

A.

End Stage Renal Disease Program (ESRD).
In 1972 Congress enacted the ESRD program which established
kidney dialysis and transplants as an entitlement program under
Medicare for any American needing or opting for either treatment.
Prior to that,

funding for these relatively new procedures were

sporadic, and dependent on research grants, responsive third party
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payers,

or

individual

ability

to

Once

pay.

passed,

however,

the

numbers of transplants steadily increased.

Chart II

Kidney transplants, by Medicare coverage: 1973-85
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The limiting factor on kidney transplants was, and continues to
be, the availability of cadaver kidneys.
and its kidney transplant aspect,

Even so, the ERD program,

is very expensive.

Low estimates

for a kidney transplant fall into the $30,000 to $35,000 range.

Add

on an average of $5,000 for inmuusuppressive treatment a year and
the expense becomes clear.

But the Congress has made the commitment to the program, and
will continue to fund it through taxes while looking at ways to make
it more cost effective.
great -

There is little doubt that the benefits are

transplant recipients, freed fra

tive lives and,

among other contributions

dialysis can lead producto society,

become non

dependant tax payers.
B.

Payment for Extra Renal Transplants
Payments for extra renal organ transplants, such as livers and
hearts, has been very mich like a patch-wrk quilt.
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If a transplant patient is a ztwer of a generous insuranmn
program, he or she may be covered.

However, if a patient belongs to

an Health Maintenance Organization (HMO),

which emphasizes low cost

health care, chances for transplant coverage would be slim.

Again,

if a Medicaid eligible patient in need of a transplant lived in a
state with a high per capita income, he might be covered.

But not

A patient with

all state Medicaid programs cover organ transplants.

an end term liver or heart disease who receives social -.ecurity
disability payment way be covered.

But the patient must meet thl.

two-year "wait" period before he can receive Medicare benefits xnd
could well die before those benefits take effect.

Still other

patients may have inadequate benefits or none at all, and not gain
access

to a transplant center due to this.

Such families and

patients are often forced to engage in public fund raising to obtain
the money needed for a transplant.
Chart III
Cost Estimates for Organ Transplants
1986
Kidney

$ 30,000 - $ 40,000

Liver

$135,000 - $238,000

Heart

$ 57,000 - $110,000

Heart-Lung

$130,000 - $200,000

Pancreas

$ 30,000 - $ 40,000

Source:

Health Resources and Services Adinistration
Division of Transplantation, Department of
Health and Human Services

a.

Medicaid
Medicaid is the shared cost program between states and the
federal government which provides health insurance for individuals
who meet certain poverty income criteria.

By statute, the federal

government follows a cost sharing formula with states which ranges

from a minimum

of 50% to a maximum

of 80%.

The formla is
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determined by per capita income within a given state.

States have

greater flexibility to cover different health care procedures,
they must conform to general
procedures

which

are

but

federal criteria such as covering

"reasonable

and

necessary"

for

eligible

beneficiaries.
As far as liver and heart transplants go the trend has been
towards increasing coverage, as Chart IV indicates.

The general

rule of thumb has been that states with greater per capita income
have been more willing to fund transplants while those with lower
Sam

per capita income and a lesser Medicaid resource are not.
patients,

then,

become victim of geography and either forego the

transplant or are forced into public fund raising for the procedure.
But there is another twist in Medicaid assistance.

In order to

meet eligibility requirements, a family or patient must meet "spend
This

down" requirements or, in effect, divest themselves of assets.

is often a harsh requirement, but families and patients in need of a
life saving organ transplant are often desperate, and will take any
S. 2409,

step needed to gain assistance.

if

passed, will go a long

way to relieve the humiliation and desperation which patients face
when seeking financial assistance.
b.

Medicare
As

noted

Medicare

pays

for

all

kidney

transplants

and

immunosuppressive drugs up to a year after the patient leaves the
hospital.

Medicare support for other transplants is quite limited

In 1983,

as a result of an NIH Consensus Conference on liver

transplantation,

the Depaztment of Health and Human Services agreed

that Medicare would pay for liver transplants for children
18)

suffering

effects.

front

Billary

Atresia

and

other

rare

(under

congenital

While this appeared to be a step forward, it really was an

empty gesture.

Few, if any, children under 18 could meet social
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disability

security

rwpireients

which

would

trigger

Medicare

benefits after a two year waiting period.
Medicare has moved forward in covering adult heart transplants.
Based on special studies, the Health Care Financing Administration
(HCFA) which manages Meicare, agreed to pay for heart transplants
based on the following criteria:
1.

Patients must be carefully selected based on
critical need and likelihood of success.

2.

Patients must be managed according to specific
protocols

3.

The transplants can only be performed indesignated centers which have met specific success rates*

To date HCFA has designated 20 centers for neart transplantation and has paid for about 60 transplants.
The Committee rust remember that, again, the heart transplant
patient under age 65 must meet the social security disability
criteria of the two year wait before becciming eligible for Medicare
one of the worst of the heart killer

Cardicamyopathy,

benefits.

diseases which can be defeated by a transplant, is not very patient
or concerned about Medicare eligibility requinrwents.
Chart V
One Year Survival Rates for
Selected Organ Transplants
1986
* Kidney - Patient Survival

Cadaver
Living Related

93%
85%
90%

Liver

80%

Heart

85%

Heart-Lung

60%

* Pancreas - Patient Survival

- Grafts

Sources:

80-.85%
55S

* Univrsity of Pittsburgh, Unpublished
data, 1988.
Batelle Institute, Unpublilshed data, 1968.
Department of Health and Human Services.
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At present,

liver diseases,

adult

Medicare does not cover

although a study on the effectiveness of these transplants is being
conducted by the Office of Health Technology Assessment in HHS.

We

would hope that the results of this study will be released in a
But even if

timely fashion.
transplants,

Medicare agrees to cover adult liver

the same social security disability two-year waiting
cover heart-lung

Medicare currently does not

obstacle remains.

transplants or pancreas transplants.
c.

Private Insurance Coverage
A

Private insurance programs vary greatly in their coverage.
large insurance company will generally write a coverage program for
what

wants.

a client

Large corporations

usually have

generous

insurance benefits for employees and their families.
In 1981
transplants.
research."

few private insurance companies covered extra renal
These were viewed as "experimental" or "innovational
Each large insurer has its own medical department to

periodically assess and review medical procedures with a view to
Thus,

coverage or non-coverage.
generous coverage,

one insurance caipany may afford

while another may not cover transplants at all.

Most private third

party payers

look to,

and

follow,

coverage as a norm for procedures they will pay for.

Medicare

Happily,

the

private sector has proved to be more flexible in transplant coverage

than the government.
The

Cotmittee

remember;

must

however,

that

even

coverage for organ transplants usually meets 80% of costs.

generous
This can

leave a substantial debt burden on a fam4.y or patient which can be
economically crippling.

S.

2409 can Ftove to be immensely helpful

in assisting those, as well as many other transplant patients and
their families.
d.

Private Fund Raising
I'm sure, Mr. Chairman,

that you and your colleagues in the

Senate are well aware of appeals for help fron families with children,

or adult menbers,

needing transplants.

Those who have no
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insurance or Aho are underinsured or who are not eligible for any
federal assistance are forced to "go public" and engage in fund
raising.

I can tell you fran direct experience that these are

desperate ventures which take a frightful psychological toll on
families and patients.
They are,

literally,

forced to advertise a dying child, or

adult to the public in hopes that out of compassion, the public will
respond.
Scine families are quite successful and do obtain funds needed
for transplant.

These are,

for the most part,

put into a trust

which is managed by a local church, bank, or voluntary organizations
such as the Children's Transplant Association,

the American Liver

Foundation, or Heart Assist.

Mr. Chairman, over the years I have seen Americans fran every
corner of this great country respond to the needs of families with
members needing transplants.

But many others have been overlooked,

not because our people don't care or are less generous in different
parts of our country --

but because not all families know what to

do, or where to turn for help.

A family in a rural, less affluent

part of the nation with a child needing a

liver transplant can

easily be passed by because the area is too poor, or they don't know
where to turn.
S. 2409 would go a long way to help transplant patients such as
these.
e.

The Uninsured
It is estimated that 64.4 million Americans have no insurance

to cover heart transplants while 3,900 in that group may need one in
a given year.

Another 61.2 million individuals lack any coverage

for liver transplants while 2,471 may need one.*
Same feel that the answer to this problem is Medicaid.

there are already disturbing trends in this area.

But

Oregon and

Arizona, which have covered heart and liver transplants in the past,
have stopped this coverage.

Virginia is considering a similar move.
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These states feel that limited Medicaid resources should be spread
over a variety of lower cost health needs of eligible beneficiaries.
This is an ominous trend, and certainly makes a case for S 2409.
'

Evans, Roger W., "Transplant Coverage: A Public Policy Dilemma,"
and Health, Washington, D.C., April, 1986, P. 6.
III.

Business

The need for a National Organ Transplant Trust Fund and Passage of
S. 2409.

Mr. Chairman, the major reasons for establishing such a trust fund by
means of Senator Bumpers' proposed Bill have already been put forward in my
testimony, but I would like to summarize them at this time.

A.

Congress, Through the End Stage Renal Disease program funded by
Medicare has already established an entitlement program for patients
needing kidney transplants. Thousands of Americans have benefitted
frm this program, and it is logical that Congress follow through
and help Americans needing other vital organ transplants.

B.

The current public and private sources for funding extra renal
transplants are erratic and conditional.- Depending on where one
lives, where on works, what kind of insurance one has kxe might or
might not get a life saving transplant.

Senator Bunpers' Bill wld

rationalize the payment system by creating a fund to meet the needs
of transplant patients who lack coverage from otber sources.
fund would also assi st patients who are underinsured,

The

and rescue

them fram an all but bankrupt status brought on by attempting to
save the life of a loved family mnter needing a transplant.
fund would

also

relieve

those

transplant

uncertainties over the supply and payment

patients

who

The
face

for inTvunouppressive

drugs needed to prevent organ rejection.
C.

Organ transplant techniques are developing at a rapid pace as are
immunosuppressive drug treatment.

More and more physicians and

patients are aware of its life saving potential.

By establishing

the proposed Trust Fund we are truly investing in our own nation.
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Successful transplant patients move back into the main stream of
American life and enjoy their lives, their families, and contribute
to society around them.
Organ Transplantation along with its associated immunosuppressive

D.

drug treatment is

on the cutting edge of medicine.

It's effects

save and enhance individual lives, but its wider effects, including
ongoing research, contribute to the whole of medicine.

Te fund,

which would be set up to help individuals gain access to transplantation has a double effect of moving transplant technology forward
in ways that will benefit all Americans and all of Medicine.
The proposed Pill is workable.

E.

I noted in my testimony that many

transplant patients go public to raise needed money.
literally millis
the nation,
American in

and millions of dollars,

That money,

pours in from all over

from rich and poor alike who come to the aid of a fellow
need.

Senator Bumpers'

Bill sets a national target.

Rather than helping a special transplant patient in one town or
city, Americans would have a specific way to help many in need.

The

check off system proposed by the Bill whereby a citizen can add to
his tax bill or take less on a tax refund to build the trust is
clear and simple way to help others.
at helping one another.

a

We Americans are pretty good

This Bill gives all of us a chance to do

this.

Mr.

Chairman,

all of us are aware of

the fact

subcommittee and that tax matters are your concern.
should please you and all your colleagues.

that this

is

a

tax

But this proposed Bill

It allows you the opportunity to

raise money to help Americans without raising taxes!
You and your colleagues recently passed a Catastrophic Insurance Bill to
help older Americans.

The Bill is

the beneficiaries themselves.
it,

again,

Br.pers'

to be funded mainly by contributions from

That is a good strategy, Mr. Chairman, because

allows Americans the opportunity to help

Bill does the same, but in a different way.

is a first step in a new direction.

themselves.

Senator

Establishing the trust

Many tell us that we must reduce health
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costs because our tax supported programs are limited.
2409 isn't a tax bill and it
the American people -

isn't limited.

Well, Mr. Chairman, S.

It calls upon the generosity of

and that's an unlimited resource.

I urge you and your

colleagues to move Senator Bumpers' Bill forward as rapidly as possible.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I'll

be pleased to answer any questions you may

have.

4~.

-
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The development of whole organ trnsplantationl
hI I.tm-I aI E. St.jr .

I),
I .

It.

of whole organ transplanThe suCcess
tation has been one of the least predicted events in the history of
medicine. In 1L. the Nobel Laureate
Burned wrote in the New England
Journal of Medicine that -much
thought has been given to ways by
which tissues or organs not genetically
and antigenically identical with the patient might be made to survive and
function in the alien envionment. On
the whole. the present outlook is
highly unfavorable to success.."
This pessimistic view was published
only a year before the avalanche of
successful clinical renal transplantations in 1962and 1963that extended
such procedures beyond the occasional identical and fraternal twin
cases of the mid and late 1950s.
Within and outside of the medical
establishment, the frenzied pace ofdevelopmets in 1962and 1963dismayed
and dumbfounded critics, many of
whom were unaware of what had been
accomplished already. In the spring of
1964. an editonal beginning with the
word -Cannibalizing' was published in
the Annals of Internal Medicine questioning again the inherent feasibility of
these efforts as well as the ethical
basis: Responses in an ensuing issue
including a letter by me reflected a
spectrum of views held by basic and
clinical investigalors' By the summer
ot that year. I published a detailed account of our exsenence in which the
majority of kidney recipients had
achieved long survival with social and
vocational rehabilitation. However.
these de vlopments were already late
in a long. but at first slowly unfolding.
story

-iv
-.
"-1%.

The earliest beginnings
Hoirwitsplawisrain. - The first
clinical efforts t renal transplantation
predated the water-sheld yearsof 1962
and ltoJ byhalt a century The first
known attempt at clinical renal teansplantation by a cular anasomsses
were made without immunosuppression beteen 1)6 and 1923with pig.
sheep. goat. and subhuman primate
donors Jaboulay ot Lyon' and the
German Inter, madethefirst ofthese
foredoomd efforts. but others followed as summarized elsewhere *
None of the kidneys functioned for
long if at all md the human recipients
died from a few hours to nine days
later.
Although the trials wereearned out
with little or no understanding that
here wasa biologic bamer to success.
some princples were clearly delineated. The applicability of vascular
suture techniques. and even the posbility of using pelvic implantation sites
were either envisioned or actually
practiced. No further chnical renal
heterotransplantations (animal to
man) were tried againunil 1963when
systematic and surprisingly successful
clinical trials were madewith chim-

panzee' and baboon kidneys. Little

noted at the time or subsequently were
attempts at chimpanzee to human
heart transplantation by Hardy with
mitraoperatve death" and transplantation of 3 chimpanzee liver hetero15of which 2 behaved indisgraftsl.
tinguishably from homograftsi i3,
The c,,.ntual death ot all of the recipients of animal organsended heterotransplantation tnals for 15 yearsuntil
Bailey s baboon to human heart transplantation"
Hoinoirairpantaon, - The first
human to human kidney transplantation (homotransplantation) was reported in 1936 by the Russian Voronoy'" who transplanted a kidney
Irom cadaver donor of B- blood type
to a recipient of)'- blood type in violaion of what have becomeaccepted
rules of tivsue tranfc:" The fact that
the dinor had beendead for 6 hour,
further precluded hpe of successThe

recipwnt died 48 hours later without
making urine. Although the posibilit
that there would beanaimmune harrier
to successwas MotObvious to most
early clinicians. Voronoy perceived
this problem. although imprecisely. A
more complete understanding awaited
the classical studies of Medawar with
rodent skin grafts which established
6
the immunologic basisof rejection'
In the 20 yearsfollowing Voronovs
case.sporadic further efforts at renal
homoiransplantation weremade without effective immunosuppresson as
documented by Groth. The heterotopc extraperitoneal technique of
renal transplantation which became
today's standard was developed by the
French surgeons Dubosti, Kussia.
and Servelle' and their associates.
John Merrill. the Boston nepheologist.
had seen the extraperitoneal operation while travelling in France in the

early 19s as was mentioned by
Hume et al0. This technique was
adapted for the historicaly important

identical and fraternal twin casesin
Bostonzi 2. Variaeons of the operation shown in Figure 1are used today

worldwide.

As isolated results. none of the
foregoing efforts, or even all put together. would have had major significance. The principal ingredients of
organ transplantation, namely immunosuppression. tissue matching.
and organ procurement (and preservation) were either unknown or so undeveloped that grafingof the kidney at a
practical level was only a dream. Extension of transplantation beyond the
kidney was beyond imagination. No
trace can be found in the literature ot
transplantation of extrarenal organs
until the mid 1950swhen Welch described auxiliary (heterotopic) liver
iransplantation-', and when Willman
and Hanloni'. and Shumwayi showed
the technical feasibility of heart transplantation Transplantation ot the
pancreas which had been used as a
physiologic preparation by Hitussay>
was revived in the experimental
latwahiorv in 1960hy Liltehei ci aF"
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fury. I will nIvid hiereUw reosnts.
Astrbvsof this eraand Vspcuslati lwast
IbV iho mnmrnnlumI,5 this progress
SIch
andaoxlICrNIes.
N suataaned
oans
htper. kenvein part from theseminal
already Made bY the
on-stnbutk)n.s
pt.maculical iIdUasttyand framithe
changes in drug Ie.
rvsluiatiovsay
velopment that have expedited the
search for better drugs to combat retection. prevent ischemic injury to itsbue. and change other pitliophysiologic eventsduring or around
transplantation. The mostspecaricof
these inquiries has been with in.
munsisuppression

Immunosuppression before SANDIMMUNE"
(cyclosporine) 5
By 1960.the possibility of weakentig the recipient immune sister' In
order to mitigate rejection sad been
established in animals with corticosteroids- , total body irradiation- Si
and the citoioxic drug 6-mercaptopunneI-" or its imidazole denvarive. azathiopnne"s Sporadic attempts to use these techniques for
renal homotransplantation in humans
were so unsuccessful' 22.A 1 U that it
was widely thought that the immunosappression requisite to present
rejection would inevitably lead to tmmunololps invalidism andlethal infections,
Doale-drug therapy with
azasilopirac aadsteroids
Renal transplantation becamepractical in 1962 and 1963with the marIage of corticosteroid therapy (prednione or prednisolone? to baseline
therapy with azathioprte 3 This
svnergittic drug combination, the
value of which was immediately confirmeds. permitted fundamental ohservations to te made, including she
fact that relesion wasareversible process (Figure 21 Wrth the passageof
time after rial :,ansplantation. a
change in the relation besreen the
graft and the hostotten occurred. permisting ekentuialreduction or drug
doses (Figure 2) Patients whodid not
require chronic high-die corticosteroid therapy to retain their grafts
have en abe to return to useful socil and vocationil Jctivitics for as
lone as :. year,, The double-drug
therapy with jzaiahiprine Lnd pred.
ns-unc remained ih: gold -t.ad,ird of
tr-nsplantatiin for manyNear,
Thaetor his reOled ih auto $ 'ile
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Ittiwosr. .-*4iltle hst'vlre"'uts
saltwith lratljan,uld h mailaisned
latam rrtesi bla, reltatis's and oven
thci ily tith gsid imiva,,ntiching
(%Lclater), lisirivnitsftli n MtuaJ st'Isilu it the-at-inch
% rIt
t iIN wakn
reglWctli
isitius
laitatter
1r
Triple-drll IherapY
. nilodic.fatieOn, of irl
CsmseqW11istl
additions to the ingitaldltle-srug
ni.Je issummaized
usere
treatment
e(sewh rei dunng the next lb vears
erec de\fost oI the ntktiticaitiont
signed it tiint the tick ts the lymphocytes. \shi i hd oeen recognized
a, the mediators of rejection The
most lignLtlcantadditionwasansilymphoc.te globulin iALG) which was
usedasan adjunct to azaihioprtne and
predsisone-: The ALG consisted of

po:lvclotal antibodtui raised in horses.
rabbits. goats. or other animals by
immunizing them to humanlymphoWhen thymic Lymphocytes
uvies"
were usedfor immunization. the productwas called antithymocyte globulin
tATG) The active gammaglobulin
was extracted. purified, and made
ready for intramuscular or intravenous
use Usually. the ALD wasadministered during the first few weeks or
months after transplantation.
In spite )f its greatpotential value.
polyclonal ALG wasnot universally
employed a%a panof the anti-rejec.
ion armamenianum becauseof severely limiting featuresincluding its
This latter
inability to be standardized.
problem as %ell asother deftctenes
were eliminated with the hybndoma
introduced by Kohler and
technology
3
Mitstein4 With hyrbnidomacells inof mice. a
jected into the pentoneum
homogeneous (monoclonal) antihuman-trnphocyte antibody could be
produced. Therapy with monoclonal
antibodies wasintroduced into clinical
medicine by Cosimiet alt. using the
so-called bKT3 antibodies which
selectively depletlematureT-lymphocytes Their primeobjctive wasto reverse kidney grafl rejection that was
on.resorsti'e or noortv resprinsi"e
to conventional corticostercid therap,
and azathiopnne OKT3 therapy has
been proved to ye of valueclinical,
in 1996for general
and It was released
use in the Lnited Statesby the Food
and Drue AFIm;nistraton (FDA)
In spite it hat had teen achieved
by 197, isith most if the foregoing
dru - ind dirve combinations. whole
virgantranspt)Ianwiii re nianedin unpr.dictabe ~anddartc rtus undcrtlt,tng Orcciallv if cadlaverdonatessacrt:

I a, n s.arpiabiaus-oat f('a.cltvx
aw ti laa wltwatstoil
andlaoxi ine utsi
uman. Allhaaagfthel etihilisy if
raa 0linllng te human liv-rl *,
. lunsC.and panervastwas
hcurt
cstjat.i J in 1%a7and IM. thta re.
sultswore too rfasir %ithany i4r thewe
orgasa to justify broid ialcason
the ticld tatransplaflta.
L insoquontly.
tin had a relasi e griwth arrest
throughout

the

IVlN.

and

there

seemedtatbelittle hijpe of major im.
pros'ement.The clinical transplant
soCetyMeetings
5t
,i.s~tiiotrVcintiti,
had become ledious espositions in
which claims of results. counterclaims.
andshuffling ofdetails at management
filled the programs The boredom was
shattered with the arnval or cyclosporne i(SANDIMNIUNE)

The SANDINIMUNE
era
The immunosuppressir q.alitics
of this fungus extract weredelineated
by Sorely et aPL of Switzerland, and
she fi st clinical trials for solid organ
transplantation were earned out by
Caine and his associatesin Cambndge, England. beginning in the
"a
spnng of 197835
Real eraaxnplatattoa
In Rome during the first week of
September 1978. the International
Transplantatton Society held its biennial meeting. The members were
granted an audience with the newly
proclaimed PopeJohn Paul I whose
short tenure sadlyended little more
than a month later Encouragement of
the Catholic church for the transplantation community was forthcotntnn
from PopeJohn Paul alongwith a reminder of the attendant social and
moral responsibilities The timing ot
the support andadvicecouldnot have
beenmore appropriate sincethe first
clinical trals with SANDIMMUNE for
renal transplantation were reported
from Cambridge dunng that week.
along with an impressivearrayof data
from several research laboratories
The magic of a possible new era wasin
the air The stagesof drug developbv the SandozPharmaceutic ls
minent
Division hadbeena modelof scientiit.
accuracy and completeness The
chemical structure and phvicL. 4U,iliti: of the drugacre omptctcd ton.
t'vhtre Boret ci al published studies ,I
ist lmmunouprrcsie p )tcn s, aInd
I4)rl had esthli-,hd drse olli rerl.'
litii nship, in so,,,oral ,iitOtiTInM
if
mriliht.
,i w ll s ats r 'kin
lvq s as
resl. nis'

2
I uICIlmlan to INh drbeSI' , .I that
lili.ill autumil wM%n&4 auli9afk:,
I'hs:r wan i hmgh mrkin.lity in lh
IIM7t49 trials it CamhretsIg.wans
,ANI)IMMUNF. with ,oIhvr drupg ,riJ
(alm %.I rcmitmonnnkd that %ANt)rMMtNL e u-."d tkirw toitfuture
irhil' TIN.-mot cnc',uraiinC iit.atin was thaI a num,.r ,it h ruehad achieved hrootn lumthm
picant%
sr
e rwn&w
it IrintpifltJ knlnen. i
Hiwever
..r;a,-,, without nteroid,
n,:phrotonity w,,, A crid unliver.
nily . dJ 3 ot the litti 14 CamhrlidS,
riptedeselped nmphrnian.The
ued
implicationsns of SANDI%%IL'NE
,ith other agents wereesen more senerc in further English trijl iy Sweny
ei ai" who recommended abandonment of the new drug
United Stales tnlh, of renal teansplantation with SANDINIL NE were
begun in late 1979at the PeterBent
Brigham Hospital is Boston andatthe
University of Colorado. Denver. Disappointing results, no better than with
azathlopnit and prednisone werere.
ported from the Peter Bent Bngha.n
Hospital using SANDIMMUNE asthe
sole drug for the first 2 postoperative
months't The caw accrual n Boston
was slow. and only 16 patients had
been treated with SANDIMMUNE by
September 1981.almost 2 yearslater.
The other and far more encouraging
Amencan trial was begun at the Lntversity of Colorado and continued at

the University of Pittsburgh. svsrematically combining SANDIMMUNE with
steroids in cadayer kidney recipients%
The ability to control rejection of
cada-,tr organs with this drug combination was greatly improved compared to any therapy in the past3 Of
equal importance. the maintenance
steroid doses generally were low
enough to allow survivaL without
czimetic defo,mity and other unac.
'eptabLe morbidity By late ulas1980.
esltted at ASTS it ore May
ai.
5
oat
980. d'ecusswtt9he pred,c@ .rat
cyclos ol(til iwIhIIc* had been Ing wih
sit. late1979
sierods in Denver
Table

Strategy of transplantation
I Us-eof living donors will be
obsolete
2 Role of tissue mnatchirg will be
reduced
3 importance of pireformednantibody analysis will be creasedd
4
--

.

..

. . . . . . . ..

......

/:: ,: ' ..,'
:,,,, : : ....

"' .

Avoidance of sensitization will be

Important.
5 Diabetics will be easer to treat
6 Candidacy criteria wili be
liberalized
7 DiatySiSltransplartation interface
.iA l be dras cal ly altered
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weIII lh-ral,.tdmire than -4 rtnnl c.
sigwi.fltl. and with this ,np'ricii.,. I
irerw i a qid rr a forum diittu ,iin
a1
t the Aricaw~n Snotty IIfTranspslant
SurgeOns aNiat where tr.ansntalthm
was headed, Tht-it 'lil, isrepriJudute
ve.rblim in TainicI All It tho
IN.Iditwinshave t,,cr' tru, amkast in part
The International Transplantatn
SoIctetvnest met in Btron on 2 to 5
July 1 ) during tho Amcri .n m.
tion.d hoiday clchbrating indepndence The Jdv..ats o SANDIMMUNE sightly outnumbered the
detractors, but by now two more
American trials of S.ANDIMMUNE
and steroid therapy for renal trant-

plantation had just begun or were
planned in kfinneapots"' and Houston e\ploitin the po icv ot psaypharmaceutical therapy advanced in the
Cotorado.Pittsbuargh trials With this
approach, employing drug combinations with additive or synergistic im.
munosuppression. the dosesof individual agents usually could be kept in
the no-iicc rang-- SANDIMMLrNE
ain steroids also haIa'een combined
P.i later years with azathioprine. and
polvclona or monoclonal ALG
IOKT3)
The swift dissemination of all of the
information, good or bad about
SANDIMMlNE was done with great
responsibility on an almost weeklv
basis from Base and from the
Amercan Sandoz headquarters in
East Hanover, New Jersev Further
information was exchanged at international meetings held in September
IQ8I in Cambridge, and in May 19813
in Houston" By the first of these
occasions. extensive data had been
compiled about transplantation or
extrarcnal organs and bs the second
SANDIMUttNE was almost reads to
be releasedb, the Food and Drug Administration IFDA) for general usein
the L ruted States Wshen this release
came in Nosembcr 1913, there was a
gener,lly high degree ot understanding about how the drug should he
used Itsside etfects and the expect+
i, af
lions of grair and patient sturs
One trone rocommondacitin if riot

ithein
tm,, i% ILNi. was r.i
Iea-,d, th r was . I t.r uln.rmaindimp if ti, ,i-.alkiJ

itijh0k,it.i, whi,.h

had e.niscen I,, Cili: ci .l", Sw nv
ci it". and us " Similar Isyhil IerlilI
tis f.uiir. carlicr called rv.
Iwulum I,:01 '.ir-onitsi,. b.l 'c i'n Tl-. n
tttiilriits-icriid
rct-qis Utlc.r i/ad
thcrjp
ithiiworwitroui A G'' It wa
realized in th: pimtirs ircitcd with
,lic,.
lesiini
NANDI\IlLNE thit
pr'l'sil' '"cr, caused bs Ep'tein-Barr
rien":
"'
TIe
ic
i
i
s
,
"
%iru. ioirc
tiota] %i.doi u iiil IQt3I Ia ithait on,.c
the:resultin B .cil lvmph ma-, N,,itt in'orio.!onal they had ahiiovcd
mali.nnt autonoi ind were hi'stond
:ur¢e,

Curious little thought had bccn
stop-

ohs tout espedentl ,t
.tt ra, tatIhe¢

pint or t hirnig immunosuppressi e

ther3p tihen ihis wasdone. most of
the lions melted awia quickly iith.
out r.tard!or clonalu The tImplicaIloni It theseevents for an improved
understanlrI ot host-tumor relaionships is considerable. but at a practIcal[

bid\, the observations have removed
the specter oIf a high SANDIMMLNE
mortalit, caused by de noseo lymphoid

malignancies
Transplantation of
%
ial estrarenal orlans
Becausehepatic transplantation i
the most difficult of all the gratting
procedures. it is almost incongr-ous

that the liver hasalways beenthe tirst
eninarenal organ to which improemeints in management have extended

from the kidney experience, or from
which advanceshave tracked back to
the kidney The reason wasthat those
working with me or with Roy Calne in
Fngland

on drug

development

Or

other aspectsof transplantation hai L
hfetime passion to extend what A,,,
learned wIiththe kidney to the vs en

more difficult ultimate obJectise at
I ser replacement I Figure 3)
'his" own first efforts at Ii ,er trans-

prantaion were begun at Northisestern Lniersitv in Chicago in the sum-

mer o 1i58"' In Boston during ihe
Francis D Moore indc
samesumminer.
pridenils had begur a systematic :,-

absolute iondtilton. ot the FDA was
that SANsDIMMLNE administration

pieration of the samepossibility' The
ing Engtlish sureocun flit i alne

should hc caretulls outdid hi monitoring hi
bidcs it the drug! This

came 'a Harsard in ltiNt Abort in the:
, ursc 'if his rc.-.carch with iinas,is
munosupprtssis e drugs" ho
Pi icd It \t1ii s -IirX Calne t: ii
Cincacl h%-tnrc h. irnturncd toi biteland I .eaS rcmcmhcr Iris atictititit
his dlerimjzin i0 mjntri
hrsithivei that
is
ltine I.
,
Tim, I,,Ii,
hsis qwteijt il1e Ic.

ne.s'ta~~ohd he introdi,.tin in slinical pithiles~ lafirratirii, isildvIsi
'30 nIu, and sei)jhitic,,.cd rliklhomimnfi tassas (RI \i it he~r fictlirmn .
l fuid
ih rt, ido lir. fts\
II
&LuIIII l
I
I t.hniqucs
1]ll'l

Lfftrn hi mitigate Iuser r Nectai in

dimeswith rraiJianiii.if eitllhfr the
dstoirs or rcipi-utt talld i'm.
picisli"" Elforls with azathorin
wcr c-iirc siae-slui" - arid Itoil
lang sunisal was,asic.ie,d by the mid-

uuIt
azarbh4oprtne and
[IA
ALG' Thehlirwitiallfort at li,,r
iran,p.attiton wer, tiradeat thc Untsersits oIf Cokirido in Denver in
.
'ul the tiri unequivocal sui T das
t.sses werenot urlil 1911711
the lonkist survivor in the world is a
young woman who is married to a
United States marine stationed in
Okinawa She is in her eighteenth
postoperative year
In I:91. Caine began his pioneer
English program ot liser transplantation andbefore long he established
fruitful collaboration with Roger Wihiams.the etraordinarv hepatologist
For
at King's College London"
many years, these single Amercan
andEnlish programs hared the victssitudes and sorrows of defeats more
common than vicones In all that

ttme, I neverheard or sawCaine ulter
or write a bitter or complaining word
Ti was fitting that the first 2 liver recipients treated with SANDIMM.NE

werehis pattetri
The advent of SANDIMMUNE
changedlivertransplantation from an
exotic enpenmental procedure ion patient-service. rnpled survisaf matterthat
operation t- 3f Figure 4). paved the
wayfor moreeffective transplantation
of the heart '5 "1. andmade possible
the previously unattainable oblctises
ot transplanting the hear and lungs"
or single lungs"- The estraordnars
chang: that had occurred was aireads
reflected in the published collection ot

papersabout extrarenal organ transplantation from the Cambridge sim.
postum"' in September t981

The cnstal ball
The Intellectual andpragmai,

har-

test made possible by SANDIIl NIL
goes on However, the search tor intproiid immunosuppression more:"
his been intensified b what has been
acompie
New drugs are b eineetailujted e en soeA r which I'mc ir.
ptent than
NANLi
cscn more
1516IL ,E lane example is the ospcr:which ats J.m.nrat drug, FK
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One would be to improve the ntu-_
ston approach by introducing novel ingredients into the solution which stays
in the cold desascuiarized organ during storage,

or by using agents to

minimize the reperfuston injury after
revaulanzation in the recipients
During the last decade, vanous
mediators of the inflammatory response have been implicated in ischemic and postisehemic injury
Furthermore someof thesemediators
as well as their inhibitors have been
synthesized in pharmaceutical research An important mediator which

is thought to be central to a wide tanige
of pathologic processes is platelet activating factor (PAF)41 4 A PAF-Inhibitor t PAF-Il) hasbeen developed by
the Sandoz Pharmaceuticals Division
" I andis being testedfor itsabhiity to
reduce ischemic injury amongst olher
effects

Although

numerous

other

specific possibilities could becited. efforts to foresee history in detail iould
be inappropriate in what isa historical
pers.pet;tive

The second broad possihlity could
impriiuvcd stiinius,
perTusion.
either at normal ors.Id tempvr, iurc,
With the remarkale is
isi aimtc~
that has .haraicri/cd re.eirdt of irlI icil organ dcisc IpiY)n, i is .iin/inc
that si istinuiius scsi isiii intu
iiidas ,~r
v, tile mir
hor or _Ill
rc.ssrssiiin
rih. i .
mh
di
', ifs
he

.lesli,'rcn it rclplisnl
t'cdrn relalively priniltlNe antieci rn rhink"'c

The results ,cr,: dis.ippurntine Sin.c
then. the sildis ot tisuc matching.
its genetic
plesitv haie

Arinditsciso ilt its orm-

becomeini.reasinolv recogrezed The valueot tissuematching
for

trnspl.nTition

between famitls

members has Iseenesiablished beyond
an doubt
Howeer the 'ens complexity of
the human histocompatihility s stem
has, militated

.ar5st

easy matching

between non-related people Thus at
a practical leiel, close matching for
transplantation of the cadaver kidnes
has become lessandlessof aconsideration, especially sincethe availability
of better immunosuPpressive regimens -made possible by SANDIMMUNE With transplantation ot the

iver. heart and other extrarenal organs. tissue matching has not esen
been taken into consideration because
the events leading to and connected
with transplantation occur so quickly
and often with such urgent recipient
needs that a labored searchfor a wellmatched organ is not possible The
somewhat surprising conclusion has
been that good results canbeobtained
even with completely mismatched
cadaver organs ThLsfact has reduced
progressively the emphasison antigen
matching
Ho*eer none or the immunosuppressive measures available today can

prevent the immediate destruction of
kidneys by preformed humoral antibodies in what has been called
In 1965.
"hlpcracute rejection
Terasaki. Marchioro, and Ill described the hrst esampe of this
phenomenon K ssmeyer-Nielsen et
al" of Denmark. Williams et al'. and

numerous other ohserver" haveadded
-to an understanding of hypcracute reKidney transplants ar: thc
jc.tiin
mist suhcit toi hvpericute rcjectiiin
hut Inc he.rt and licur in that irrdcr it
susisptihil It atLS .ai,- tic Similarty . ,i rivd -ho icsessi t dstr.ti,,n is
cs-s is nr,mlsvits Ldasin it the
ind suncr il mi. r,isculture
LssiLular i/ ti,inF' " IIs.'c
iLnt
1
, ,IInuts
ra+.natss-,i,,dsd
h i11,
,l r.;h 1htsI

. ,, .+I ',ll l

t.ri-nattith tv.51twh '

4ftjet,-.i

idisr antnsihwJd in the rt,,ir.u,
'rum in1, idjaltev oft"wrttis. rThe
srisnitl%* has pet-ed to h- ' e anl
tit iint1
irtintan , tnNitit, l tsus,
t .rs to tlh pracitk of transpl.,inla.
(ion durin the lassiuaner cntsurv i
It i%poeishie that the ecteto a,,aca ise intit muitio nthainsaral an.
tiblNJNiessn Ie -hisee by pharma.olo., intervention One of the
most Interesting and promising "us.
sibilies stwas
reccntls reported by
%alikowUa ct al" who used the PAF-I

mentioned earlier in connection with
organ preservation to delay the
hvperacut rejection ot pig kidneys
which are normally destroyed by preformed
heterospc-.fic antibodies
within a few minutes after transplantation to dogs The samedrug can prevent the hyperacute rejection of
hererotopic heart grafts transplanted
to ratspresensitized with heart donor
strain skin grafts'. and if potent conventional immunosuppreaon was
added, long survival followedi0w

The new options
versus old values
Developments in transplantation
and artificial organ technology have
changed forever the philosophy by
which organ-defined specialties such
as nephrology. hepatology, and cardiology are practiced Until recently.
what could be offered vctims of ontaJ
organ failure was a rear guard approach designed with diet. medicines,
or surgical procedures to eXtract the
last moment of life-supportrng func.
lion from the failing organ Now. and
tor the first time in humanhistory, the
breathtaking possibility has emerged
when all elsefails of starting over with
an organ graft, or (in the not too distant

future)

with

a manufactured

organ Much of the groundwork for
this revolution was laid in the phar,
maceutical industry
The consequences of changing humanecology
are well known to those who have
studied the amplifying elfects of anilsiolics on the population explosion

that is saidto threarsn the earth or at
:.i- t the quality o tife of its inhahiimr. It remainsnow to beseen hos
-kivit
will manage transplantartiin.
tile mi, rcsert product if its :rvativivs andvpimsirship
Rernt ieqQestsshould be sen io Thomas
E SianzI Mo
Ph 0 Oepratn n of
- 'gecr, 36 1 ihh Aenue Ilk Chn,
Pilssiuti Pent$vlaia r52t3
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STATEMENT BY
GORAN KLINTMALM,

M.D.,

PH.D.

DIRECTOR, TRANSPLANTATION SERVICES
BAYLOR UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER
DALLAS, TEXAS
Mr.

Chairman, I am honored to appear before your sub-

committee today to testify on behalf of S. 2409, The
I

Cooperative Organ Transplant Contributions Act of 1988.
would like to begin by making a few introductory comments

about my background in the transplantation field and the work
being performed at Baylor University Medical Center in
Dallas, Texas.
When I became a doctor of medicine in 1975, I vowed to
tend and heal the sick to the best of my ability.

Little did

I consider the problem of the cost of health-care, having
been raised and received my education in Sweden, with its
system of socialized medicine.
Perhaps fate led me to choose my specialty -transplant surgery.

In 1979, 1 was given the opportunity to

study transplantation under Professor Thomas Starzl in
Denver, Colorado.

Not only did I receive training in liver

transplantation, but I gained insight into a different
economic system --

including the economics of health care in

the United States.
In 1979, liver transplantation was but a human experiment because of its complexity and overall difficulty.

In

those days, only two truly active liver transplant units
existed in the world;
England.

one in Denver and one in Cambridge,

In the United States, the main funding for these

operations was provided by the National Institutes of
Health.

Over a period of several years liver transplantation

6
was performed on only a few individuals, thereby allowing for
the development of technique and understanding in this
specialized field.
The experimental status given to liver transplantation
disappeared almost overnight when new and improved medication
to prevent rejection of the transplanted liver was introduced
in March 1980, when the first liver transplantation in the
United States using Cyclosporine was performed by Dr. Thomas
Starzl.

Suddenly the results, that is survival following

liver transplantation, were as predictable as those of kidney
transplantation.

In June 1983, a consensus conference under

the auspices of the National Institutes of Health declared
that liver transplantation was not experimental but, in fact,
appropriate treatment for certain disorders.

The same

conclusion was reached by the Congressional Task Force on
Organ Transplantation, which delivered its recommendations in
June 1986.
Now, instead of specializing in a field which only
recently was regarded by many as experimental research, I
find myself delivering medical care to an ever increasing
number of patients who are dying from disorders not curable
by "conventional" means.

The patients are young, averaging

just over 40 years of age, with families to support and care
for.

Instead, these men and women are dying.

They suffer

from many different diseases such as primary biliary
cirrhosis or sclerosing cholangitis -- disorders where the
immune system has misfired and attacks the person's own body,
in this case the liver.

Some suffer from inborn diseases

such as Biliary Atresia, which is an absence of bile ducts.
Others suffer from different forms of hepatitis contracted
from blood transfusions received during previous operations
(such as gallbladder or coronary bypass).
professionals

--

And health care

doctors, nurses, technicians

--

have been
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infected while treating and caring for sick patients or while
trying to find a remedy for infectious hepatitis.
These patients come to Baylor and other qualified transplant centers with the hope of saving their lives.

As a

result of the tremendous strides that have been made in
medical research and patient care over the years, I am
confident that if

allowed to perform the necessary surgery

and treatment we can help save the lives of more than 86% of
those people (BUMC 1985 to 1988 average).

The rate of

success with our patients at Baylor has proven that.
However, we are not always given that opportunity.
Approximately 35 million people, or 17% of the U.S.
population, do not have private insurance coverage.

And for

those who have some type of medical insurance, not all of
those policies provide coverage for liver transplantation.
In addition, a growing number of insurance companies are
placing unrealistic caps on transplant related expenses,
making these policies look good to the consumers, but in
reality providing inadequate benefits to cover an actual
transplant. If patients do not have insurance, they must
raise the necessary funds using every means imaginable.

I

think most of us have seen the extent to which patients,
families and whole communities have had to go to scrape
together enough money for someone in need of a liver transplant.

The alternative, if it is available, is to submit

to a new, unproven program where the patient may be offered a
"free liver transplant" in order for the new liver transplant
program to be tested and "brought into the market place."
Baylor has provided at least $1.2 million of its own
budget in uncompensated care to help offset the cost of
transplants for medically indigent patients.

Yet,
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patients have been rejected as candidates for liver
transplantation due to lack of funding (187 patients have
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been transplanted).

However, most indigent patients never

even get that far, since their referring doctor or the
institutional doctors turn down the possibility of refe:rral
because of the obvious lack of monetary resources.
The irony is that the cost of dying from liver disease
is close to, if not equal to, the cost of having a transplant.

The total average charge today for a liver transplant

at Baylor University Medical Center is $98,000.

However,

Medicare or the patient's insurance pays for expensive
conventional therapy but not transplantation.
does not die of a failing liver at home.

Today, one

One dies in the

intensive care unit in a hospital.
Roger Evans, Ph.D., Senior Research Scientist at
Battelle Human Affairs Research Centers, calculated that in
1986 the average cost of upper gastrointestinal bleeding was
$18,000 per episode.

(R. Evans, Issues In Science And

Technology, Spring 1986, p. 95.)

Usually the patient who

needs a liver transplant goes through several such resource
intensive complications before dying.

Thus, for approximate-

ly the same cost, we can either bury the patient or have him
or her leave the hospital as a functioning citizen, able to
support and care for his or her family.
At this juncture, I cannot overemphasize the importance
of appropriately and properly administrating any and all
funding programs for transplantation.

As a doctor and as

director of the transplant program at Baylor University
Medical Center in Dallas, one of my greatest concerns about
any measures affecting liver transplantation is the critical
issue of control of funds by less informed bureaucrats who
might impose DRGs or other similar dollar saving measures.
My concern over this is so great that I ,nerously considered
not supporting any legislation affecting this field, as I am
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convinced these dollar-slashing programs could destroy liver
transplantation just as dramatically as the medication
Cyclosporine made it viable.
For example, kidney transplantation has experienced
significant reductions in reimbursable charges, making it
impossible for the transplanting centers to break even on
these cases.

With the adjustment due next month in October

1988, deep cuts will be made into the substance of the
program.

The DRG system will severely impact the quality of

care and jeopardize these kidney transplant patients.

In ray

view, if DRGs were to be applied to liver transplantation,
lives would be lost.

And that is the real bottom line.

Hairbrained cost cutting measures imposed by bureaucrats
would cause deaths of some of these patients.

In dollar

terms alone this would be very costly, since there is no more
expensive care than attempting to transplant a liver and
later lose the patient because our hands were tied by silly
regulations.
Mr. Chairman, I do not know of any nation that can
afford to deliver all possible medical care to every patient
in need.

The taxes that would necessitate this would

strangle any economy.

So how do we as a nation meet the

economic challenges of what transplant technology has brought
us?

I firmly believe S. 2409 provides some real answers to

that question.

Senator Bumpers' bill would provide for a

check-off on the federal tax return and establish a National
Transplant Trust Fund --

the fund being "fed" by the volun-

tary contributions of taxpayers.

Each state would, in turn,

receive monies which have been donated by their citizens from
the National Transplant Trust Fund.

The funds would be used

to help defray the cost of life saving surgery and treatment
for patients in need of organ or bone marrow transplanta-
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tion.

And by administrating the program at the state level,

funding would go directly toward patient care.

By using such

a mechanism, no heavy or expensive administration is needed,
no new burdensome regulations are warranted.

Such a system

would not burden the federal or state budget and would
eliminate the pressure to create funding for these therapies
within the Medicare system.
Liver transplantation is extremely difficult and
complex, but if done well, as we have shown at Baylor, I
believe the results justify the cost.
In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I am grateful that I have
been given the opportunity and the time to share my support
for this important piece of legislation.

In these days of

severe budget restrictions and cost cutting measures, the
legislation which Senator Bumpers has introduced is imperative and innovative.

S. 2409 would provide a mechanism for

funding transplantation for patients without increasing
taxes and, more importantly, without creating a myriad of
regulations through the Department of Health and Human
Services or other federal agencies such as the Health Care
Financing Administration.

The citizens of this nation have

proven time and again their desire and willingness to help
others in time of critical need.

S. 2409 provides the

opportunity for all of us to respond to a dilemma in our
health care delivery system.

If this bill is approved and

implemented, sensible use of such funds will fill a true need
in modern American health care.
I strongly urge your committee to report S. 2409 so
that this bill may be given favorable consideration by the
full Senate.
Thank you.
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Gentlemen:
You have requested comments regarding proposed legislation authorizing a tax
refund credit to establish a National Organ Transplant Trust Fund. At the
onset, let me note that I am an educated professional who iscapable of
approaching the issue of organ transplants on a very academic plane. (See for
example, my article that was published in the Journal of Family Law in 1973
entitled 'Blood Test Exclusion Procedures In Paternity 'itigation: The
Uniform Acts and Beyond" which explored the use of tissue typing techniques
developed intransplant surgery in paternity litigation.) However, your press
release requires that my comments be brief (no more than ten pages typed) so I
have taken a more succinct, (albeit, tongue in cheek,) approach to make my
point.
In October 1971, I participated in the University of Illinois Renal Transplant
Program by donating a kidney to my sister. InNovember, 1971, 1 received a
bill for approximately $1500 from the University of Illinois Medical Center
for my efforts. Itnever seemed right to me that I should be charged for the
transplant operation. After all, the hospital hadn't helped my condition. In
many respects, I had been more help to them by reducing the costs they were
incurring by keeping my sister in their dialysis program. Besides, in those
days, I simply couldn't afford to pay. Prior to the transplant surgery, my
sister's illness had completely sapped my family's income and savings. I had
managed to advance my education but without significant parental financial
aid, I had to rely on part-time employment, scholarships, and student loans to
finance most of my studies. Therefore, when I got this bill in 1973, paying
it simply wasn't feasible. (Unless I wanted to default on my student loans which I didn't do.) So, I went to the surgeon who performed the operation and
asked her what to do. She looked at the bill, laughed, and said, "Just throw
it away, we'll figure out some way to pick up the tab."
A few years Tater, I asked her how they had taken care of those expenses and
she said, "I'm not sure but nowadays, social security absorbs the cost." In
those days, that seemed fine by me.
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Well, now many years have passed. Thanks to the marvels of modern medicine,
my sister and I are both ingood health and are working hard as a teacher and
a lawyer to fund social security payments for our parents so they can continue
to live in the suburban home they have bought and paid for, play

yolf, and continue their lifestyle as the king and queen of the Dupage County
l1inois Republican dinner circuit. (At age 76, vy dad still manages to get
re-elected as a Township Trustee - I think they will abolish township
government in Illinois before they abolish him.)
Suddenly, though, I have reached a stage Inlife where I'm beginning to have
misgivings about using the social security fund to cover transplant costs. It

is clear to me that if social security is going to fund this endeavor, they
must structure the system to accurately reflect (1)the sky rocketing costs
associated with transplant surgery, and (ii) the fact that my parents and all
their friends have seemingly vowed to remain senior citizens until their
children (and perhaps their grandchildren) have died of old-age. Somehow, I
have my doubts that the actuaries have dealt with these factors effectively,
so as a conscientious taxpayer, I feel I have only three options to pursue at
this Junction;
(1)

I can renounce my U.S. citizenship, forego my vested social security
benefits, and move with my wife to the British Virgin Islands, where
we can live on a beach eating coconuts and fresh fish. In the
process, of course, we would leave our three sons with their
grandparents who could continue to provide for them and fund their
advanced education with their social security payments. (My wife
likes this one.)

(2) I could continue to support programs that increase social security
taxes until they have reached a point where wage withholdings
eliminate all take-home pay and provoke most middle-aged Americans
to burn up their organ donor cards and declare war on the grey
panthers,
(3) 1 could support your efforts to enact a tax refund credit
specifically geared to fund transplant costs and hope that most
Americans will kick in at least a dollar or two each year in much
the same way that they do for the presidential campaign fund and
wildlife fund to help address this problem and relieve some of the
financial burdens on our social security system. I might even be
able to use my contact in the advertising world to help promote the
credit concept.
Of course, I realize there is no perfect solution to this dilemma.
Nonetheless, of these three approaches, the tax refund credit seems most
attractive. But ifyou can't pass the legislation, I may be forced to
consider one of the first two alternatives.
Good Luck.

The ball's inyour court.
Respectfully submitted,

Mark E. Larson, Jr.
U.S. Taxpayer
/cw
aagirs.ml
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